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What is EM?
What are micro-organisms?
Micro-organisms are single-celled
organisms that are not visible to the
naked eye. Yet they are abundantly
present everywhere, even on and in
our bodies. It was the first Organism
here on earth that made life possible
and they are indispensable for our
survival.
They multiply by feeding on nutrients
from their environment, growing to
twice their size and then splitting into
two.
There are micro-organisms that build
up and ensure harmony and health,
and there are those that clean up and
produce harmful substances. Both
are crucial.
The ideal balance between these two
groups is about 85% 'good' and 15%
'bad'. This ratio is one of the critical
factors that determine your health,
because the good micro-organisms
are essential for it:

• the proper development of your
immune system,

•

protection against overgrowth of
other micro-organisms which may
cause diseases

• the digestion and absorption of
nutrients

• influencing gene activity and gene

EM are Effective
Micro-organisms
Effective Micro-organisms are a
mix of approximately 80 different
species of healthy making Effective
Micro-organisms. They are collected in the wild, are not modified and
manipulated and are naturally reproduced in laboratory conditions.
EM is therefore pure nature.
The Effective Micro-organisms are
used to increase the natural resistance of soil, plant, water, humans &
animals.

Where do they come
from?
The cocktail of these useful micro-organisms was created in the
1980s by Prof. Dr. Higa from Japan.
He worked on a solution to obtain
a higher agricultural yield with less
chemicals.
By a happy coincidence he discovered that the focus of his research
should not be on 'the search for the
right bacteria', but on 'the search
for the right mix'.
Higa found 2000 suitable micro-organisms during his research. Eventually, 80 species remained that still
form the basis of EM.

expression

Micro-organisms are in constant
communication with each other. Their
ingenious communication network
determines who gets the upper
hand...

*

The 5 main families of Effective Micro-organisms: Photosynthetic bacteria
play the leading role in the Effective Micro-organism activity. By using sunlight and heat from
the soil, they produce valuable substances from root secretions, organic substances and
harmful gases through photosynthesis. Plants can directly absorb the metabolic products
of these bacteria. In addition, photosynthetic bacteria promote the growth of other bacteria
and bind nitrogen. Actinomycetes suppress harmful fungi and bacteria and can live
together with photosynthetic bacteria. Lactic acid bacteria have a powerful sterilising
property. They suppress harmful micro-organisms and promote the rapid decomposition of
organic matter. Yeasts produce anti-microbial and valuable substances for plant growth.
Their metabolic products are food for lactic acid bacteria and Actinomycetes, among
others. Fungi cause fermentation, which causes organic matter to break down quickly.
They suppress odours and prevent damage by harmful insects.

How are the Effective
Micro-organisms
composed?
5 important families *
EM contains different types of
effective micro-organisms. Each
of them has its own special task.
They also promote each other's
effects.
The most important groups are
photosynthetic bacteria, actinomycetes, lactic acid bacteria,
fungi and yeasts.
This mix lives in symbiosis: the
waste products of one are food
for the other. The final result is
the production of an enormous
amount of nutrients such as vitamins, amino acids, organic acids
and antioxidants.

aerobic and anaerobic
The special feature of EM is the
combination of aerobic and anaerobic micro-organisms. Aerobic
means "living with oxygen" and
anaerobic means "living without
oxygen".
In the scientific world it was
always assumed that these two
groups could not possibly live
side by side because their living
conditions were opposite. However, in nature both groups occur
together in the soil.
Before the discovery of Effective
Micro-organisms it was obvious
to think that aerobic micro-organisms were the good guys and
anaerobic the bad ones. However,
both contain pathogenic and disease-suppressing elements. And
both of them can turn substances
into antioxidants, which have a
beneficial effect on the health of
soil, plant, man and animal.

The EM technology
This is based on two pillars: the dominance principle and fermentation.

The principle of dominance
In the world of micro-organisms
there are different groups. There is a
small group of dominant 'effective'
micro-organisms, a small group of
dominant 'harmful' micro-organisms
and a large group of 'followers'. In
nature, the group of followers works
together with one of the dominant
groups. In practice, this means that
they join the most suitable dominant
group.
There is a constant power struggle going on between the effective
(restoring/regenerating) and the
harmful organisms (degrading/degenerating). The "billions of followers" simply wait to see which of
the two groups will gain the upper
hand. Then they adapt and follow or
imitate the victor. (See figure).
Where the Effective Micro-organisms gain the upper hand they exert
a constructive and disease-suppressing influence. This can be done
in the soil, in the air or in the water.
It benefits the plants, trees, agricultural and horticultural crops and
ultimately also the health of humans
and animals.
By using the Effective Micro-organisms correctly in the household, the
environment, agriculture and horticulture, you can help promote the
increase of Effective Micro-organisms everywhere.

Fermentation

into alcohol or acids and form in
their own way a natural preservative. In the past, people used to
ferment to keep their food as there
was no fridge or pasteurisation.
The fermented material is rich in
healthy bacteria that benefit the
balance and vitality of soil, plants,

animals and people. In addition,
during fermentation many interesting metabolic products are
formed such as alcohols, organic
acids, antioxidants, vitamins,
enzymes... each again with a
beneficial effect.

The principle of dominance

a small group
of dominant
'effective'
micro-organisms

a large group of
'followers' who join
the most suitable
dominant group

a small group
of dominant
'harmful'
micro-organisms

UNHEALTHY ENVIRONMENT: the followers join the strongest
dominant group, namely the "harmful" micro-organisms.
They are in the majority.

The effect of EM is partly based on a
combination of fermentative microorganisms.
Fermentation is a preservation
technique whereby a certain input
material (cuttings, trimmings, food...)
is pre-digested under low oxygen
conditions by means of microorganisms.
The carbohydrates (sugars and
starch) in the material are converted

HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT: the followers join the strongest
dominant group, namely the "effective" micro-organisms.
They are in the majority

What you need to know about EM *
● EM technology is led by EMRO (EM Research
Organisation), a global network for scientific research
and quality control.
● With EM technology you use less - or no - detergents, fertilisers or other chemicals. The result is a
higher natural resistance of soil, plants, people and
animals. Moreover, nature and its raw materials are
treated more responsibly.
● EM technology has been successfully applied for
more than 30 years in more than 150 countries in a
wide range of sectors, such as agriculture, horticulture,
household, industry, the environment, etc.
● EM is a living substance and does not work in the
same way as an antibiotic or a chemical agent. EM
does not kill, but drives out germs. EM increases the
population of beneficial micro-organisms, the life-stimulating micro-organisms. The advantage of this is that
no abnormal strains with a greater resistance develop.
● Effective micro-organisms work gradually. Depending on the application, you can expect an effect between a few minutes (odour nuisance) and sometimes
a few years (soil fertility).
● Fermentation is a centuries-old preservation technique that ensures that the good micro-organisms
multiply. The end result is a high quality product, rich in
various metabolic products such as alcohols, organic
acids, antioxidants, natural vitamins, enzymes, etc...
● The reverse of fermentation occurs when the harmful micro-organisms can develop, then rotting and
odour occurs. The metabolic products that are produced are: ammonia, mercaptans, sulphides, etc.

The essence according to
Prof. Dr. Higa, inventor of EM

The different types of EM: what is it, how is it made?

"Competition must
make way for
peaceful coexistence
and shared prosperity"

EM

Wipe&Clean

Stands for Effective Micro-organisms. EM was created
after years of research by Prof. Higa and contains only
well cooperating strains of building micro-organisms.
These are microscopically small creatures that
promote structure and harmony in any environment.

Is a 100% natural cleaning agent based on EM-1
activated with starch from grains. The colour is almost
transparent and therefore better suited for cleaning
than the dark coloured Actiferm. There are no harmful
chemicals added so what ends up in the environment
immediately clean and protect the natural biome of
any surface.

"Our current civilisation is increasingly based on
the principle of competition. An exaggerated trust
in competition certainly does not bring about
feelings of generosity and togetherness. On the
contrary, it reduces them and it stimulates protectionism and the desire to preserve the good things
for oneself. The principle of competition, once
the driving force behind human development and
progress, has gone so far that it now threatens the
peace, security and prosperity of all humanity.
We need to take radical measures to survive
in the future.
We must completely change the current system:
give up competition and lead our society along
paths of harmonious principles of coexistence and
shared prosperity. To achieve this, we need to look
at the main problems that are currently occurring
in four areas: food supply, environment, health
and energy supply.
These are problems that concern us all. We must
therefore approach them as such.
I have the quiet hope that EM technology will be a
method for effectively solving these major issues.
If we can overcome the problems in this way, we
will hopefully witness the formation of a society
based on coexistence and shared prosperity. A
society where peace, security and abundance is
for all.
I sincerely believe that such an optimistic
future is a real possibility.

*

From ‘An Earth Saving Revolution. A means to resolve our
world’s problems through Effective Microorganisms’
– 1996 Prof. Higa

A movie about the working of EM
can be seen at
youtu.be/OuggMe0Y-bI

EM-1
Is the mother culture of the EM's that undergo a
first activation in the lab. This allows individuals and
companies to grow further to obtain an active mixture.

A+
It is a thick syrup that remains during cane sugar
preparation. This residual product is still full of minerals
and valuable substances. It is the ideal breeding
ground to activate the EMs (= to multiply massively).
The reed sugar molasses has a dark colour and
therefore the prepared mixture is dark brown.

EM-A
Is the result of the activation of EM-1 and A+ together
with good quality water. These three ingredients are
activated in an oxygen-free container with an airlock or
valve through which the formed gas can escape. They
are activated in a ratio of 50 ml EM-1 and 50 ml A+ in
900 ml water at a constant temperature (between 25
and 30°) for more than a week. This mixture is called
EM-A and stands for EM Active. It is best used up
within one month after production. EM-A is acidic and
must be diluted with water for living plants in a ratio of
1 part EM-A to 100 parts water. The containers are
available from a volume of 30 to 220 litres.

Actiferm
Is an EM-A produced in the lab that is bottled in a BIB
(bag-in-box; similar to wine box) and sold ready-touse. This product is acidic and must also be diluted
with water (1/100) for living plants. Due to the airtight
packaging, this product has a longer shelf life than
EM-A; up to one year after production date.

EM Ceramics
Is the result of EM-fermented clay, which is then fired
and formed into various EM Ceramics products. In this
way the frequencies of the EMs are stored for a very long
time and transfer their information to their environment
creating a resonance that activates natural harmonies.

EM-X Gold
EM-X Gold is a unique energetic drink with an
amber colour and a neutral taste. It contains only the
metabolic products that are produced after months
of fermentation of coral lime, nigari and millet pigment
with EM. After the fermentation process, the product
is passed through the finest filters. Due to its fineness,
the antioxidants, bio-active substances and trace
elements can be directly absorbed by the body. The
drink stimulates the body's ability to recover and its
self-healing powers.

EM-X Salt
Is naturally extracted and processed sea salt. All harmful
substances are destroyed by the various processes.
Fermented with EM and EM-X Gold, it contains all
minerals and trace elements in the right balance.
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FRENCH AND ENGLISH.
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Intro
Beste lezers,

We beleven bijzondere tijden met veel verwarring en onzekerheid. Gelukkig
hebben we onze ledenbijeenkomst op 8 maart nog net op de valreep kunnen
laten doorgaan. We waren wel al een beetje voorzichtig, maar we hebben mekaar
de hand geschud en met sommigen zelfs nog eens geknuffeld. Het was voor
velen een hartelijk weerzien en voor anderen een allereerste kennismaking. We
hebben ervan genoten om samen met jullie de EM-Belgium vzw een doorstart
te geven, met een nieuw bestuur en een paar geëngageerde leden die het bestuur
ondersteunen. Opvallend was ook dat alle recente nieuwe leden aanwezig waren,
en die kwamen niet allen van dichtbij de deur. Dat is hoopgevend voor de
toekomst.
En toen kwam de lockdown. We hebben in deze periode verdergewerkt aan dit

EM-Magazine. En we stuurden tussendoor ook twee nieuwsbrieven.
Een ervan was de vertaling van een document dat onze EM e.V. Duitsland
collega’s maakten met een bondige samenvatting van het
wetenschappelijk onderzoek en de resultaten met EM rond eerdere
virusuitbraken, alsook een aantal praktische toepassingen met EM voor
persoonlijke bescherming.
In een nieuwsbrief van april van dit jaar schreef prof. Higa: “Virussen zijn
alomtegenwoordig in de natuur en in het menselijk lichaam. Hun
activiteiten veranderen voortdurend, afhankelijk van het vervuilingsniveau
van het milieu en het menselijk lichaam, ze hebben de eigenschap van
nature gedeactiveerd te worden als het milieu wordt gezuiverd en de
immuniteit van de mensen wordt versterkt”.
Er wordt in paniek teruggegrepen naar zeer agressieve ontsmettings
middelen, vooral omdat men niets anders kent. Zo is er een grote
vloedgolf aan ontsmetting met chloor, dettol, handgels ... Ze hebben
als gemeenschappelijke eigenschap dat ze het milieu schaden en het
gunstige microbiologische leven vernietigen zodat de resistente

pathogenen kunnen overleven en welig tieren omdat er geen concur
rentie meer is. Ze tasten de natuurlijke huidbarrière aan en de chloor
dampen zijn bovendien bijzonder schadelijk voor de longen.
Wie EM al kende heeft het verder verspreid in zijn omgeving, maar het
blijft moeilijk te integreren bij mensen die er nog niets van kennen. Er is
nog een hele weg te gaan, en daar willen we graag ons steentje aan
bijdragen.
Gezonde voeding, versterking van je immuunsysteem en leven in ver
trouwen zonder angst zijn de helende middelen om deze tijd te over
bruggen. In dit magazine legt prof. Tanaka uit hoe je je immuunsysteem
kan verzorgen. We gaan samen op stap door het voedselbos en vertellen
hoe je op een slimme manier water kan besparen in de tuin. 'Succesvol
overschakelen naar landbouw met EM, hoe doe je dat?' brengt een
aantal getuigenissen met tips en wetenswaardigheden. Voor de
bloemenfans zijn er de orchideeën en de paardenliefhebbers nemen we
deze keer mee naar Curaçao. En zo is er weer een rijke inspirerende
variatie voor uren leesplezier.
Blijf vooral gezond, geniet van de zomer.
—Myriam Van Wesemael – voorzitter EM-Belgium vzw

“I think optimistically that spreading
EM incorporated technologies will
revitalize the earth.
I also think that history waits for those
who have an unlimited dream and
those who can put it into practice.”
© ALLEF VINISIUS/UNSPLASH

—Teruo Higa

EMTECHNOLOGY

A message from Prof. Teruo Higa

If we use EM
generously and
extensively, such as
air and water, all kinds
of pollution would be
purified and converted
into energy, revitalisation
would be enhanced
and the materialisation
of a pure environment
would be created.

Pandemic
and other consequences
of a global economic
and environmental crisis
How we respond to this critical situation
from an EM perspective.
FROM A LECTURE BY PROF. TERUO HIGA

It is well known that everything in
the world follows the harmonic principle of cause and effect.
Since this is a law, an original
maladministration causes damage
and further evil. If a deep recession
causes more and more people to
lose their jobs and be on the verge
of decay, there will also be a decline
in overall health, both physical and
social immune systems (including a
decline in the ability to fight social
problems, e.g. petty crime).

Once immersed in such an unfortunate crisis, a simple flu can get out of
hand and lead to all sorts of negative
consequences. From a global perspective, a very feared consequence
is a pandemic.
If EM becomes a natural part of daily
life, such as air and water, it will
strengthen the individual's immune
system. If EM is also actively used
in public places, the social immune
system can be strengthened.
To interrupt the current chain reac-

If EM becomes a natural part of daily life,
such as air and water, it will not only
strengthen the individual's immune system.
If EM is also actively used in public
places, the social immune system can
be strengthened in this way.
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tion, it is vital to build a system in
which EM becomes an essential part
of society.
As we know, the main effect of EM
is: revitalisation but also syntrophy.
This is supported, amongst other
things, by the effects of three-dimensional waves, namely anti-oxidative and de-ionising effects and
events that are believed to be due to
gravitational waves.
These three effects are always
related, so that a continuous use of
EM leads to a turning point at which
an almost miraculous revitalisation
takes place.
This is true not only for plants and
animals, but also for metals, concrete, soil, water, air, oil, plastic, radioactivity, chemical compounds, etc..
EM even has the power to positively
influence everything that exists in
the world.

In nature there is a balance between
building up and breaking down.
Everything that exists follows the
indisputable rule that over time it
oxidises, loses energy, experiences
entropy (dissolves), leads to environmental degradation, and has a
negative impact on the environment
leading to pollution and ultimately
full destruction.
In the phase in which matter oxidises and loses energy, it is ionised
(absorbs electronic charge) and emits
destructive waves, mainly two-dimensional, electromagnetic waves.

Naturally like air and water
Within this reasoning EM follows the
following process. First, the antioxidant effect blocks oxidation; at
the same time, the catalytic energy
acts on matter that has already been
oxidised and in which ionisation has
already progressed, leading it back to
its "normal", original state.

The catalytic effects of EM are caused
by (helix) spirals that occur during
fermentation activity, especially
in phototrophic bacteria. In other
words, it is the phenomenon of
stimulating what is in three-dimensionally structured energy.
This seems a bit complex, but stimulation energy is the energy needed
to bring something to the level of
physical materialisation, something
that normally only happens in photosynthesis in nature. Put simply, low
energy that can no longer be used,
and energy that has become a strong
pollution factor, is brought together
and converted into usable energy.
This process is called mineralisation.
In short, continuous use of EM
leads to revitalisation, it converts all
possible impurities into energy. Since
this process is the exact opposite of
entropy, I call this principle syntropy
or also: the principle of revitalisation.

Human health, the environment and
many social phenomena are always closely linked. So it is not an exaggeration to
say that using EM in any situation is the
only basic solution. If we use EM generously and extensively like air and water,
all kinds of pollution would be purified
and converted into energy, revitalisation
would be enhanced and the materialisation of a clean environment would be
created. When a society is sick, we need
to look at the individual components
that make it sick - people, the environment, nature. The West, which is highly
self-centered, slowly comes into motion
and begins to change. But that means that
capitalism also has to undergo a change.
Maybe I run the risk of overemphasising
the aspect of EM, but I want to insist once
again: as long as EM is actively and consciously used everywhere, as generously
as air and water, the 'revolution to save
the earth' will continue. With this idea a
society can be built with a strong common
good. •
EMMAGAZINE23 . AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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Successful
transition
to agriculture
with EM,
How do you do
that?

For many farms that already dared to make the switch,
switching from traditional farming techniques to the use of
EM technology was a dire necessity. Often at a time when
there was really no way out. Others, in these times of concern
for the planet, consciously looked for more ecological,
sustainable agriculture and ended up with EM. For those who
are considering the switch themselves or are still full of doubts:
here are their testimonials with a wealth of useful tips. The
most important conclusion: each of these companies is better,
stronger, more profitable ... and came out healthier!
COMPILED BY HILDE DEBISSCHOP
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© MATHIA HAUSER

Bernd en Jeanette Lange,
Dairy farmers

“In order to
contain the
contamination,
the grass was
mown higher,
maize was grown
and EM was
added to all the
feed.”

On a cattle farm
Farmer Meier,
Pedigree livestock breeder

“Soon we
reduced the
amounts of
concentrates and
fertiliser bought
in.”
The German cattle breeder Meier
wanted to stubbornly hold on to his
modest farm with 80 cows. Not to
become too big, but to achieve top
yields. That's why he started using
EM four years ago.
During the first year, he sprayed the
feed and manure in the cowshed
with EM on a daily basis. Since the
last harvest of fresh feed, he has less
work, because immediately after
the harvest he sprayed one litre of
EM dilution per m³ in the silo. This

14
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creates a fermentation process. The
silo feed (maize and grass) smells
pleasantly acidic, has more nutritional value and is more easily absorbed by the animals. The cows now
eat more of that roughage, because
it is tastier. He now uses a lot less
concentrates that he had to buy in
before.
The purchase of artificial fertiliser
also decreased quickly. The micro-organisms of EM bind the nitrogen
in the cow manure, which would
otherwise be lost through putrefaction and the formation of ammonia
and other toxins. This is noticeable in
his wallet: since then, farmer Meier
has spent less money each year
on fertiliser, and still harvested the
same amount of feed. Probably soon
he won't have to buy any fertiliser
at all. Then EM's micro-organisms
will have settled in all fields and
meadows and will be doing their
useful work there. For the well-being
of the farmer, the cows, the environment and the whole community.

Still blossoming in growth
The growing conventional dairy farm
of Bernd Lange and his wife Jeanette
in Hesse (Germany) suffered a major
blow in the winter of 2000-2001.
Cows died unexpectedly, and the
health of the other animals deteriorated to such an extent that almost
all cows had to be replaced in the
course of the year. Research showed
that the infectious disease botulism
was the cause. Further research also
showed that their own feed (grass)
was so contaminated that it was
no longer allowed to be fed. All the
grass now had to be purchased. A
total on-farm disaster leading to an
economic disaster.

The first u-turn
Jeannette Lange, veterinarian by
profession, attended a congress on
botulism in 2003. This is where she
first heard about EM. Shortly after,
she bought a book by Professor Higa
and shot the company into action.
Measures were taken to contain the
infection: mowing the grass less
short, so the grass contained less
ground. Not using grass with wildlife
damage and growing more maize, because maize is normally less
soil contaminated. Finally, EM was
added to the forage wagon so that
all forage was mixed with EM.
New insights through EM
From now on, they would fully

concentrate on improving soil fertility.
They make their own EM-A (activated
EM / actiferm), ferment the silages with
EM-A and spray EM-A in the stables,
for better hygiene and sustainable
health of the animals. The water pipes
are equipped with EM ceramics for better water quality. They add extra EM-A
and molasses to the slurry, making
it even better. This fermented manure does not live and does not smell,
neither when pumping out, nor when
spreading on the meadows. This manure has a very high fertilisation value and
significantly improves soil quality and
fertility. Finally, they also regularly clean
the grids on which the animals stand
with EM.

Responsibility for people, animals and the environment
With the EM system and other ecological measures, the Lange family has
achieved a thoroughly sustainable farm:
humus-rich soils, healthy animals and
much less problems and stress. On top
of this, the farm makes an above-average contribution to climate protection:
every humus build-up and every pasture treatment with EM binds CO2.

Jeannette, daughter Victoria
and Bernd Lange

Hans-Jürgen Tiemann,
Dairy farmer

“I went back to
nature. Reduced
amount of
medicines for
the animals, not
ploughing the soil
as thoroughly,
bulls instead of
insemination.
And then I started
experimenting
with probiotics,
which led to EM.”
And then there is the Tiemann
family's farmhouse in the canton of
Ensland in Germany, near the Dutch
border. The farm has been there for
generations, and the land seems only
suitable for classic dairy farming.
That was also the main activity of
the company when Hans-Jürgen
Tiemann took over from his father.
He soon took on chickens as well.
"A lot has changed here in the
region since then," he says. "More
and more animal farms and fattening farms were added, especially for
poultry and pigs. In recent years,
there have also been biogas plants,
which need space and which are

raising rents. It became increasingly
difficult to keep the animals healthy
and the farm profitable. More and
more often the animals became ill,
they became less fertile and some
even died. The health problems
became so great that they surpassed
all other problems. And they didn't
seem to solve them, despite all our
measures. We almost went under on
vet fees and the stress was getting
worse and worse."

EM in the food cycle
More than ten years ago, the situation
was so serious that Hans-Jürgen saw
no other way out than to give up the
company altogether. But he couldn't
bring himself to do that, especially
not for his son Christian, who was
interested in taking over the company. And so the search for an alternative began.
Hans-Jürgen: "It was clear to me that
if we wanted to continue, we had to
move away from chemicals and back
closer to nature. For the animals, that
meant in the first place: as little medication as possible. At the same time,
I wanted to stop ploughing the soil g
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On a mixed
vegetable and grain farm
Familie Pfister,
grains- and lentil growers

g deep. The herd also got two bulls so

we could stop artificial insemination.
And I started experimenting with
probiotics in the animal feed."
At that low point and the beginning
of the turnaround, he got to know
EM and started applying it, first in
the chicken coops and shortly after
that with his dairy cattle.
"It soon became clear to me that
I had to bring the EM bacteria
into the food cycle. For the silage I
applied the professional EM-based
silage agent. To bridge the time until
I could give the animals that feed,
I simply poured EM in liquid form
over the feed with the watering
can. At the same time I improved
the hygiene in the barn by also
treating the litter with EM. That not
only improved the smell, but also
reduced the number of flies".

Healthy animals, better milk
Step by step, the family business
regained its grip. Problems were
solved instead of piling up. The
barn and herd became stable and
healthy, and nowadays the company is virtually drug-free. For
example, it used to be necessary to
send the herd through a purifying
footbath every two weeks. Now it's
over a year ago.
The farmer is also very satisfied with
the better feed processing, which of
course also clearly saves costs. Previously, a cow needed up to 12 kg
of concentrated feed per day. Now
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that's no more than 4 kg.
Not to mention the milk yield. In the
first year after the conversion, it had
already risen by around 10% (from
8100 litres to 9000), the following
year another 300 litres more.
"That was nice, but the quality of
the milk was an even more pleasant
surprise. The cell counts (bacteria
present as a measure of the health
of udders) had fallen, the milk has
a good protein and fat content. I'm
sure that this approach and the
quality of the feed have something to
do with it. Since I use the EM-Silage
additive, I no longer have to fear for
scalding. The silage is very stable and
the cattle clearly find it very tasty.
What's more, the animals get more
energy from the ground feed.

Manure that ferments and
does not rot
For the meadows and fields
Hans-Jürgen Tiemann no longer
uses artificial fertiliser, only organic
EM fertiliser from his own stable.
Since EM is fed and sprayed in the
chickens barn, it is also possible to
sprinkle the chick manure on the
meadows. This is usually not done
because of the danger for Clostridi-

um bacteria, but Tiemann does not
have to worry about this because he
is sure that EM can keep this under
control.
"I notice that the meadows are
healthier. They can be put into use
10 to 14 days earlier than normal
for this region. The cow manure
has also clearly been changed by
EM: small foam heads are visible
everywhere on the surface. The
manure does not curdle but lives.
It is homogeneous and smells less
strong. Long and intensive stirring
is no longer necessary. Since the
manure no longer rots, it no longer
attracts flies.

And does that have enough
advantages?
Hans-Jürgen: "The answer is:
absolutely! Just because I now have
healthy cattle. Nothing is worse
than the fears and the catastrophes
that can await farmers. With the
application of EM, the whole farm
is now healthy. If symptoms of a
disease appear (and yes, of course
they do), I know we will get it fixed.
Not only has the work on the farm
become a pleasure again, but I am
also sure that this farm has a future.

“We switched
after a small
test and are
consistent in
the use of EM,
EM-A, ceramic
powder... We
haven't regretted
it for a moment.”

The South-German Pfister family
switched to agriculture with EM
more than 10 years ago. Back then
they were cereal farmers who were
looking for a more environmentally
friendly, organic way of farming and
ended up with EM.
Much to the delight of fellow farmers in their region of Swabia. "They
laughed at us," says one of the five
Pfister brothers who took over their
father's company together. "We
should know that the region and
the soil were not suitable for organic
farming!"
But that doomsaying turned out
to make no sense. After a small
(successful) test one year later, they
chose to switch the entire company
immediately.
"In order to prepare the seedbeds,
the soil was worked three times
with a dough circle in the autumn.
At the second turn, some 500 litres
of EM-A (actiferm)were applied
per hectare. The sowing took place
in October. After that a good and
even vegetation developed until the
growth stopped. There was no damage caused by winter (frost damage
to the roots), unlike in conventional
agriculture. Mid April the plants
were combed with a field harrow. At
the beginning of May we gave 100
litres of EM-A diluted with 150 litres
of water per hectare. At the end of
May we did this again, and in midJune we gave a mixture of 50 litres
of EM-A and 200 litres of water per
hectare to promote the formation of
the grains. The harvest ran from the
end of July to mid-August."
The harvest was somewhat lower
than before for their conventional
crops, but the grains and culms
were larger, and there had been no
diseases. Customers were immediately enthusiastic about the quality
of flour and various grains. After

two years, the company was already
allowed to carry the organic label
and the products were praised for
their top quality with exceptional
taste and nutritional values, also for
allergy-sensitive people.

Oil, flakes and muesli
The company still cultivates grains
and lentils, which they immediately
started cultivating at the time of
the conversion, but gradually other
crops were added, which are often
further processed and offered for
sale on the company's own premises.
"Nowadays we make alternative
types of rice from other types of
grain such as spelt, rye and barley,"
says Karl. There is also a whole
range of culinary oils for which the
seeds are grown on site: linseed,
rapeseed, poppy seed, mustard
seed. These are pressed in small
quantities at the same time into
fine types of oil.
We also grow a very old crop: flax
nutter. The old Celts knew and
appreciated that plant, but now
it’s somewhat forgotten. Too bad:
the oil we squeeze out has a fine
taste (a bit like rapeseed oil) and
contains a good ratio of omega 3
and omega 6 fatty acids. We use the
crop in the first place as a support
plant for the lentils, the oil is a
pleasant by-product.
Nowadays we also make flakes and
muesli from all our grains. Because
we do not treat the flakes with
steam, they retain all their natural
nutrients, unlike industrial

Cumin with
extra intense aroma
About eight years ago, the company also harvested its first homegrown cumin. It was such a success
that this herb is now positioned in g
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Why switch?
planted a few badly affected, but still
living maples. To our amazement
they showed signs of recovery fairly
quickly. After a while there were
even earthworms in the soil again".
The test was clearly positive, so they
started to treat a larger piece of land
as well. With the same fine results.
"So the choice to continue with EM
was made very easy for us. We treated the entire cultivation area with
EM. This led to our surprise when
Professor Higa and his wife visited
us. They were visibly proud of the
results, and during the tour we were
given extra advice on how to apply
EM even better".

g the crop rotation scheme.
"We were told by a customer, who
uses the product in pharmaceutical and cosmetic applications, that
our cumin is of an exceptionally
high quality worldwide," glows son
Thomas Pfister. "Customers who
use it in culinary products also confirm the intense aroma. During one
harvest year, passing cyclists even
said that they could smell the aroma
from a mile away!"
The family is absolutely sure that
she owes those successes in part to
EM.
"We just apply EM technology
consistently. After harvesting grain,
we apply EM-A to the stubble field
and apply it immediately. During
growth, we apply the product to the
leaves one or more times. Does that
mean we no longer have any problems? Not at all. In some seasons
the field thistle causes major problems. But the other growers in the
region have even bigger problems
than ours. And we notice that some
of our crops are now completely
spared."
In the meantime, the shop, where
all own cultivation and processed
products are sold, is expanding to
another location, liqueur is fired
from the various grains and fruits,
and there are plans for a real lentil
whisky ...
All organic products that proudly
carry the label 'organic product on
EM basis'!
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On a tree nursery
Dick van de Maat,
tree grower in Boskoop,
Nederland

“A few weeks
after that first
test with EM
on the dead
ground, weeds
started growing
again carefully.
Our efforts had
paid off, we
could hope that
the company
could be saved.
Of course we
switched over
completely.”

Together with his wife Marjan, Dick
van de Maat runs a maple nursery in
the Dutch town of Boskoop, 'capital'
of European plant cultivation. They
graft and cultivate no less than 1000
varieties of maple on their 'Japanese Maple Nursery'. For more than
twenty years they have been using
EM. Needless to say, in the beginning.
"In 1998, the nursery almost collapsed," Dick testifies. "We suffered
heavy contamination, which resulted
in the loss of the entire production,
the destruction of mother plants,
and the destruction of most of the
soil life at the nursery."
The culprit turned out to be the
water from the neighbouring canal,
which was used to spray the maples.
"That water was polluted with heavy
metals, perhaps as a result of a
discharge of chemical waste. Remediation was unaffordable, and thus
threatened bankruptcy."
The help came from the company
Agriton, distributor of EM.
"One of our suppliers approached
them and they came quickly. For

us that new product from Japan
was unknown: Effective Micro-organisms, EM. This would allow us
to make our soil and the company
healthy again in a natural way, and
then grow maples without chemicals. It sounded too good to be true,
and we knew so little about the
use of beneficial bacteria and fungi.
Nobody could give us much advice,
some declared us crazy. We just
thought: then we're crazy, we have
nothing left to lose."

Finally earthworms again!
With the technical support of
Agriton, and personal advice from
Professor Higa himself, they set to
work.
"We carried out the first experiment
on a 100 m2 piece of contaminated,
'dead' soil. Bokashi, shells and clay
minerals were incorporated into the
soil, and then EM-A (actiferm) was
sprayed over the tilled soil. After a
few weeks, weeds began to grow
again carefully. We didn't remove
it, but re-introduced it, and sprayed
the soil again with EM-A. Then we

Clean home-grown water
One of those advices was to develop
a circuit of clean water, so that such
a disaster could not happen again on
the farm.
"Now we have two large water
basins with rainwater coming from
the roofs of the greenhouse. In the
largest basin there is a PVC tube
filled with EM ceramic pipes. This
is connected to a pump, so that the
water can circulate continuously
through the tube. EM-A (actiferm)
has also been added, and this still
happens regularly.“
By also treating the mother plants
of the maples long and intensively,
including EM-A and EM-5, and their
soils with 'super-bokashi', shells, clay
minerals and 'Grow-best', the trees
gradually started to grow again after
years and the growers were able to
cut grafting material again.
"That was the period when we were
finally able to turn over those black
pages of our company. The mother
plants are now in perfect condition,
the grafting success rate is back to
normal". g

As we already mentioned and
as the testimonies show: professional farmers already make
that decision at a time when they
have their backs against the wall
and have to choose between
losing their life's work or drastically changing course.
But of course it doesn't have
to be that way. By deliberately
and proactively switching from
traditional techniques to EM,
you get agricultural products
of exceptionally pure organic
quality (also for consumers with
allergies or special nutritional
needs), better (and home-grown)
feed for the animals, plants and
animals that are more resistant
to germs, ingredients with a
stronger aroma, higher yields,
stronger plants and animals, a
permanently healthier soil with
lush soil life. Therefore, working
with EM is also a good idea for
the environment and nature,
which are under so much pressure these days.
Add to this the savings on
purchased feed, fertilisers and
pesticides, and the question
becomes more: why not switch
over?

Ultimate plus:
the environment

The call to take better care of
nature, and the demand for
organic, healthy products has
not been as great in a long time
as it has been in recent years.
Good arguments to take the
step! After all, EM technology
is the application of the forces of nature itself, for a more
fertile soil that does not become
exhausted, for a unique cycle of
food and waste products that
themselves become food again,
for a reduction in CO2 emissions.
By farming with the application
of EM, a farmer contributes to
tackling the various problems of
our planet.
EMMAGAZINE23 . AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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Marianne Stas,
owner horse pension
in Overijse

“It didn't go all
by itself. We
needed time to
master the new
way of working,
but also and
especially to
mentally let go of
how we used to
do it.”

When breeding
and keeping horses
g

Ingrid Birlouet, owner
equine-pension
The Rosmolenhoeve
in Oudenburg

“The effort will
continue to
be necessary,
but it will result
in healthier,
stronger
horses, as well
as stronger
grass where
they can
graze”

IIngrid Birlouet is manager of the
Rosmolenhoeve, a horse pension in
Oudenburg, not far from Ostend. In
2012 she started looking for organic
hay out of a passion for ecology and
healthy food. She ended up with an
EM advisor, who also came to give
her information on the spot and
suggested EM products. Ingrid's
enthusiasm was immediately
aroused.
"I started with Vulkamin, in the
stables on the manure. As promised,
the ammonia smell was immediately reduced, and so were the flies.
Shortly after that I started making EM-A myself, and a bit later
bokashi. We divided them over the
meadows, with spectacular results: a
beautiful green, firm turf, which still
recovers very quickly after grazing
the horses until winter. The grass
also does not suffer much from long
dry periods or abundant rain".

Switching to pot stables
The first step Ingrid took was to
spread Vulkamin against the smell.
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Yet she continued to fatten every
day for some time. That was really
'tinkering' at times and she didn't
get it organised to let the dung
heap ferment oxygenlessly. Thanks
to Agriton's practical tips, she
managed to switch entirely to pot
stables. An enormous gain of time
for her! Every day she sprinkles
Vulkamin powder over the fresh
layer of straw and twice a week
she sprays diluted EM-A over the
bedding, but also on the walls and
the drinking and eating troughs.
Because of this treatment she has
odourless, dry, warm and healthy
stables. And an excellent, natural
manure for her meadows.
Thanks to the advice and many
practical tips from experienced EM
users, Ingrid has succeeded in
to build a complete EM-eco boarding house. Yet she realises very
well that the work is not finished.
It requires continued attention
and commitment to maintain and
improve the cycle of construction,
regeneration, vitality and health.

Marianne Stas also has a horse pension, on a smaller scale and in Overijse, the grape region near Brussels.
Four years ago she came into contact
with EM through a friend/customer. The beginning of an enormous
turnaround.

"Until then, we had been working
in the classic way: the stables were
treated daily by sprinkling It was a
labour-intensive and time-consuming job. Agriton's visit opened our
eyes," says Arianne.
Agriton promotes the old technique
of pot stables. A potting stable is a
stable in which the manure is potted. The stable is regularly provided
with a new spreading layer. This
way of working makes the horses
stand a little higher and higher.
Depending on the capacity of the
box, and the tolerance of the owner,
the barn is emptied. The meanwhile
well tamped and matured/fermented manure can afterwards be
spread over the meadows as natural
fertiliser. It benefits the soil structure through humus build-up. EM is
regularly used to ferment the manure. By using Vulkamin, the problem
of a too wet surface is avoided.

Mucking out the stables
yourself
"It didn't go by itself. We needed
time to master the new way of working, but also - especially - to let go
mentally. In the beginning, we still
removed the dung balls every day.
It didn't feel so good to leave them
behind. Later on, when we were a bit
more advanced in the whole process
of experience, we also left the dung
balls behind. Now we can look back
on our evolution with satisfaction",
Marianne says. "The stable smelled different, some horses became
visibly cleaner, an infection on the
hoof disappeared quickly, we need
less straw. It still takes some time
to flatten the layer of manure and
apply the products, but in general I
can speak of time savings. To such
an extent that I now enjoy doing
my own stables, whereas I used to
employ someone to do this". g
EMMAGAZINE23 . AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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6 rules of thumb for
a smooth change over
1. Start small
It is wise to initially apply EM products to a small area. This
way you can see for yourself what difference it makes and
the switch is not drastic. You get used to the other way of
working yourself.

2. Switch gradually
In particular, the switch from artificial fertiliser to EM and
from chemical spraying to a farm without harmful pesticides must be done step by step for a professional farmer if
he does not want to endanger his income at a time when
many farmers are already struggling. The combination and
gradual transition is also no problem at all. Replace a chemical product step by step with EM products and organic soil
improvers. In the beginning you use the two methods next to
each other to maintain yield. But by gradually applying more
EM in all facets of the farm and maintaining that consistently,
it is possible after 3 to 4 years to exchange all chemistry for
a fully organic farm with EM.

3. Be patient

Fran, if you prefer Oh yes? in stead of Olla?, I'll change it.

The irrigation jug.
Olla? Oh yeah!
The past few years have been among the driest
since meteorological observations. And also this year,
in the run-up to perhaps another hot summer, a drop of
rain fell from the sky with difficulty. It is high time that every
citizen learns to apply efficient water management in the
garden as well. And since EM is mainly used in an aqueous
solution, the use of EM can be perfectly fitted in here.
BY FRANK SLABBYNCK

See also above. With EM you feed nature, as it were, and it
needs some time to fully recover from a sometimes generations of chemical approach. So don't give up immediately if
the effect isn't immediately spectacular. It will come!

g

A separate story:
the Zoo of Curacao
A special story is the big project of
the national Zoo of Curaçao, where
a plan was developed years ago:
'the way to become self-sufficient
with the help of EM'.
The first step was to replace all
decontamination products with
natural EM alternatives.
Gradually, EM was applied in all
facets of the Zoo: the care of the
animals, the cultivation of vegetables, the botanical garden, the
bees ...
Want to know more about their
claims? Follow EM-Magazine: in
almost every issue, they talk about
what they did at the Zoo, how they
continued to apply EM and how
the local EM team stimulates the
use of micro-organisms elsewhere
on the island of Curaçao, for
example to improve the polluted
environment. •
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4. Do expect success but no miracles
Even the most consistent application of EM technology does
not mean that weeds will never grow again, insects will never
eat the vegetables or an animal will never get sick again. It
does mean that weed invasions are more limited and therefore controllable, and that sick animals recover and become
healthy again on their own and with a little help from the
Effective Micro-organisms. The consequences of a problem
are therefore more limited.

5. Dare to let go
A different view on agriculture and a new way of working
means that a number of habits and methods - often rusted
- have to change. It is therefore important to be open to this
renewal, to critically examine the old way of working and to
let go, even though of course this is not always easy.

6. Call the expert
UK EM distributor Agriton and its regional distributors/advisers are always ready to give you the necessary advice,
answer questions and set you on the road to a successful
transition with expert guidance.

www.agriton.co.uk
EMMAGAZINE23 . AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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Olla’s in de praktijk

Basisregel: olla's geven
rondom water af aan een
gebied dat ongeveer zo
groot is als de diameter van
de pot.

Row:
length 120 cm

28 cm
Reach water
with 2 olla
= 24 cm

= diameter
of the pot

16,5 cm
diameter
olla

The pitcher slowly,
continuously and
evenly releases its
water to the dry soil.

Twee in elkaar gepaste terracotta
bloempotten vormen een prima olla

Als de pot gevuld is met (EM-)water,
parelen na een tijdje waterdruppels
op de buitenwand
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Distance between plants
= 40 cm

Maybe just before sunset you are busy
daily with watering cans to irrigate
your plants abundantly with stored
rainwater or reusable domestic water.
But often the soil is so dehydrated
that your good intentions don't
extend beyond the top layer and don't
reach the roots of the plants at all. We
have to be honest, a lot of precious
water is lost in this way.
Maybe we should look at what they
found on it in southern countries.
The irrigation pitcher, for example,
which they call an 'olla' in Spain
(pronounced 'ojja'). For this they use
an unglazed terracotta jug with a lid.
You can bury such a jug up to the
neck between the plants and fill it
with water. Because the jug is fired
at a low temperature, the wall is
porous. So the jug slowly, continuously and evenly releases its water to
the dry soil. Ideal for annual plants,
such as in the vegetable garden. In
this way, the water reaches their
shallow roots efficiently and sparingly.
Moreover, this way of working has
nothing but advantages.
The plants can continue to grow
evenly in a soil that is constantly moistened, the top layer of the
soil remains dry, weeds have fewer
opportunities and snails stay away.

Plant on half of one
length of water range

Moreover, if you bury the pitcher in a
shady place, the water remains cool
and there is hardly any evaporation.
The soil layer retains its loose structure because by pouring water, the
top layer compacts into a crust. In a
shower, the rainwater then flushes
away and seedlings germinate more
difficult.
It is ideal if you are leaving on a
short holiday: the full jug can easily
hold out for a week.
One drawback: when it's freezing
cold, it's better to dig out the jars and
store them safely until next spring.
Moreover, keep the opening at the
top covered, snails will find a cosy
hiding place inside the olla to sit out
the drought.
If you browse through trendy garden
magazines, you will see that they
have discovered the irrigation jug
there too. You can find them on the
market in all sizes and weights, but
they are pricey. Then the do-it-yourselfer in me pops up, which is why
you can find a lot of information on
the internet.
After some trial and error we make
our olla's as follows ...
Take two flower pots, one slightly
larger in size than the other, and fit
them together; the intention is to
obtain a groove at the connection.

Round planter:
Diameter olla: 20 cm
Diameter planter: 45.5 cm
Range of water: 45.5 cm
Distance between plants:
depending on the type of plant

With one olla: put the plants
around the jar, each time halfway the water range.
Diameter olla: 15 cm
Reach water: 12 cm
Distance between plants: 28 cm

An olla is mainly intended for annual
plants with shallow roots, such as
vegetables.
First close the hole at the bottom of
the largest pot with a cork; I use the
conical lower part of a champagne
cork cut in two. So look for a pot of
which this hole is not too big.
Test if this pot lets through enough
water by filling it with water. After
a while the water droplets on the
outside wall are beading or at least
getting wet.
With old pots this test is not
superfluous, because due to frequent
use the pores in the terracotta can be
completely compacted. In this way
you will also discover small cracks
that are barely visible.
Only now you can assemble the pots
and close the groove, for example
with cement to which you add an
additive that keeps the cement waterproof and plastic when making it.
I prefer to use a heavy glue from the
construction industry that feels like
rubber after curing; that way the
olla doesn't fall apart when you fill
around with it. One drawback, the
glue is quite viscous, so you have to
push hard on your glue gun. I remove the nozzle from the tube of glue

and work with a narrow, pointed
putty knife.
Because cork also decays, I apply an
extra layer of glue on the outside of
the cork, at the bottom of the largest
pot. The glue is also good for closing
cracks.
Just to be on the safe side: check the
water level in the jars you have just
put into use for a week. This way you
can be sure that it actually works.
What's more, olla's are just a cog
in the water management of your
garden, mainly intended for annual
plants with shallow roots. Hopefully
they will become more than a drop
on a hot plate in your garden. And
don't forget to add EM-A (Actiferm)
(ratio 1/100).
Finally, in these dry times, think of
our winged friends. Place bowls of
water in your garden, at cat-unfriendly height. In exchange, you'll
get a daily spectacle of flying birds
on and off. The sight of bathing
birds, big and small, daring to take a
bath, is also priceless. •

4 olla's with 15 cm diameter
and a small one with 7,5 cm
diameter irrigate a patch of
garden of 1 square meter

A very old
technique
Olla (Aula) is originally the
Latin term for a convex jug
(as opposed to the slender
amphora). With the Romans
they were mainly kitchen
utensils. At the same time,
in the first centuries B.C. in
China there already existed
a system of irrigation by
earthenware pots that were
dug into the ground up to
the neck and then filled with
water. Gradually the technique spread over (natural)
areas with hot, dry summers.
Olla's have been found
throughout the area of the
Roman Empire. They were
also found in the large Indian
cultures in what is now Central America (Maya's, Aztecs,
Toltecs...). In many places in
the world olla's are still used
as a simple irrigation system.

Want to know more?
On YouTube there is a film that
clearly shows how this ‘old’
irrigation system works.

youtu.be/qkNxACJ9vPI
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Luth:

Readers testamonials

Hello dear EM users,

We received a lot of reactions to our newsletter at the beginning
of the corona crisis. It contained tips on the use of EM to protect
against Covid-19. It was a translation of the German newsletter.
We share some reactions with you.
Joan:
Dear reader,
Following last week's EM newsletter, I would like to share with you
my positive experience about the
product Actiferm (EM-active). I am
very happy with this product and
results can usually be seen after
just two days.
I have dabbed this product many
times on (abrasive) wounds on my
horses. Sometimes it was wounds
that lasted for a long time and
could not be repaired with any
other product. After applying EM
twice, the skin was repaired! Instead of a dry skin with crusts, there was a nice smooth skin to see.
In the meantime hair has grown
back up again and there is nothing
left to see!

Anne:
I received your mail with the advice
on corona. That article from Germany was very good and convincing!
It encouraged me to use EM a lot
more and everywhere. I have a fern
that is already 20 years old, I take
care of it regularly with EM and also
spray Wipe & Clean on the leaves,
you have to see it shine! I thought if
it's good for that plant, it will be good
for me too. Every day now I spray
the contents of a whole spray bottle
all over the house and on the plants.
That gives a very fresh feeling and I
have exactly more air. That's great.
Your spray bottles are great! Because of the fine mist you don't spray
everything wet and you can spread
the Wipe & Clean well anywhere in
the air. I have a spray bottle with a
stock of Wipe & Clean for my children
and family.
bascilicum given with recommendation to fill 60 ml of pure product in
the vial with water (recommended
20% dilution for disinfecting effect)
and send your article. Everyone is
now atomising ...

Magda:
If the linen and cotton laundry is too
dry to iron, I mist it first with Wipe &
Clean. Although I think I kill all organisms during ironing, during spraying
I was in a beneficial mist that also settled in the ironing room. And what a
handy spray can that is!

I atomise EM-Actiferm every now
and then over the mangers of my
horses or over the wheelbarrow.
These will be clean again in no
time!
The horses are offered the product
every now and then in the water
or in the feed. One of my horses
drank it pure from a bowl yesterday!
I also sprayed Actiferm a number
of times on bad spots in the grass,
the following year these spots
grew extra fast, nice and full!
Last but not least, I also used it
against aften. Rinsed twice a day
and after two or three days they
were gone! Very special because
often these annoying blisters stay
put for a couple of days.

© UNSPLASH

André:
Since I drink EM Gold, I no longer
suffer from bad breath for which I am
incredibly embarrassed.
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May we always point
out that EM is not a
medicine and that you
therefore act on your
own responsibility when
you use it personally.
Check with a doctor or
therapist you trust. We as
an association only pass
on the experiences of our
members. This is not a
call to imitate.

In short, I am a fan of this product!

I am very grateful for this product
and would like to share it with you.
Recently I gave another barrel and
such a super spray to a colleague.
She was over the moon when she
started polishing with it. Of course I
already know a lot more applications
and wouldn't want to miss it. And yes
it is expensive, but ...
It's also true that I've shared it many
times but mostly without success.
As long as you don't even want to
use it yourself, you can't know, can
you? I was lucky to get into a house
before and after using it and polishing
it with EM.
Recently I had a lot of burning eyes
and with that corona you immediately
get worried. I wasn't thinking of an
allergy ... whatever... I put a kitchen
paper sprayed with my EM-water
on my face and I immediately had
a burning sensation. I also went
through my house with that fine spray
can. Again an immediate difference!
For my white laundry I don't use it
anymore because it is permanently
'yellowed'.

(EM-Agriton: We sometimes hear that
it is 'expensive', yet this is not true
if you use it in the right dosage and
keep seeing the qualities and added
value of EM. In relation to the amount
of water, 5% (50 ml in a litre of water)
is more than enough to polish, and
to use it slightly more concentrated
in a spray bottle, a 10 to 20% dilution is sufficient. In concrete terms,
the spray requires 30 to 60 ml and
the rest supplemented with water.
This will take quite a long time ...
The added value is that the quality
is maintained by the smart vacuum
technique (airtight = longer fresh).
Moreover, EM helps to restore the
environment, which you cannot say
for some other products.
A tool to get the white laundry clear
again: soaking it in a solution with
(ecological) oxygen bleach helps).

Jeanine:
Dear editors of the EM magazine,
As a very enthusiastic and fervent
user of EM I have been making the
beautiful EM-A myself for years. I
use it for everything: in and around
the house, on the land, for people
and animals. And yet sometimes
you discover new uses.
This is how I got through the
past ailing winter without a cold
or flu worth mentioning. My husband has three major colds behind him but I 'sneak' in between,
and I think that's certainly due to
the use of EM-A and EM-X Gold.
When I also had a sore throat, I
suddenly thought: "Why don't I
gargle my throat with EM-A? So
I did, and now I'm getting married
every morning! Sometimes I feel
a sore throat or a cold coming on,
but it never continues!!! Long live
the EM-A that my husband doesn't
want to have anything to do with
and would rather see "that stinker" leave today than tomorrow....
Not knowing that he will come into
contact with EM either left or right,
but that's aside.
Then the second EM-A user pleasure: the burden of haemorrhoids is
always annoying. After years of using all kinds of ointments, suddenly the thought came to use EM-A!
It works excellent, the itching and/
or burning sensation disappears,
even if you have to keep repeating
it, but well, we like to do that.

Furthermore, I am very happy that
there is so much to find and read
about making and using EM nowadays. About 15 years ago I was
looking for some information!
For years I feed my horses every
day EM-Actiferm and/or Syn-vital. Their coat and hooves I spray
regularly with EM-A. The hay and
straw I spray daily with EM-A,
which in turn benefits the manure
heap to be composted, which is
then spread over the meadow
every year. In addition, I spray the
meadow in the growing months
with EM-A.
The dogs also get EM-A and/or
bokashi bran over the food and
I also take care of their coat with
EM-A. It feels so soft! The cloths of
the dog basket and the horse stuff
are washed with EM, also our own
laundry. And I can go on like this
for a while...
Good luck with the next (EM and
animals) sheet, I'm looking forward
to it!
Let's hope that, also by using EM,
we can survive the corona virus.
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Meanwhile in Curacao

Visiting our EM friends
from the equestrian center
at San Pedro
The young family
of Germain and
Xavora Ricardo,
with their son Austin
(2 years old), lives
on the remote
heritage of San
Pedro. The family
estate borders the
Hato plain, which
is known for its
special places and
panoramas. San
Pedro is proud of its
natural spring, which
is used year after
year for agriculture
and livestock.
Germain and
Xavora, owners of
the riding school
Criadero La Costa
C, have been using
EM products for
more than 4 years.
Here EM Curaçao
holds a monthly
informative meeting
for the districts of
the Band'abou
region.

Germain already knew at a young
age that he was very fond of dealing
with horses. From that passion he
gradually made his work. Germain
offers people who need it a support when it comes to dealing with
their horses. Gradually he became
more interested in the behaviour of
the horses and how to train them.
He came into contact with a horse
instructor who taught children how
to ride horses for competitions.

Eventually, riding Paso Fino horses
became his beloved sport, which he
practiced both locally and internationally.
After high school he started working
in the horse world. Germain read a
lot about the subject and listened a
lot to people with more experience.
He trained as a farrier and was able
to shoe a horse at the age of 15.
Later he followed an advanced training in Oklahoma (USA), and today g
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With Germain, Xavora and
Austin at home, EM has
become a lifestyle. In the
household as well as in the
banana trees, the horse grass,
the stables and the drinking
water. The whole family uses
EM products, whether it is
Wipe & Clean, EM Ceramics,
Actiferm, Bokashi, Proferm or
Bionit-S: their hearts go out to
the small Effective Microorganisms.

g Germain is the farrier on several
islands such as Bonaire, Aruba and
Sint-Maarten.
By watching carefully at competitions, he noticed how fogging could
be decisive for a horse's good performance. That is why he went even
further into the farrier's profession.
His starting point was always: "What

can I learn from the horses and the
people involved in the horse?
Participation in competitions fell into
the background, Germain had and
has more satisfaction from dressage
and shoeing the horses. Over the
years he has taken additional courses, including Natural horsemanship.
This completely changed his view
on training horses: he started to

The environment in which the horse
resides, the feed, the care and
the overall condition are influenced
enormously positively by the use of
EM technology.
32
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listen more to what the horses can
do, than to teach them something
they are not suitable for from their
nature.

The contact with EM
When Germain came into contact
with EM he actually intuitively
understood that dressage of horses
does not only depend on your
own skills. He understood that the
environment in which the horse
resides, feeding, grooming and the
overall condition are enormously
positively influenced by the use
of EM technology. For example,
by using EM, he experienced for
himself that avoiding stress is a
very important factor in successfully
dressing and shoeing a horse. He
indicates that by using EM products

During the first contact with horses
Germain first administers Actiferm or
EM-A. This brings the digestion in
balance and makes handling of the
horse much more pleasant.
the horse is more balanced, making
it more manageable. He uses EM-A
in the drinking water, in the stables
he uses Vulkamin, and Proferm as
a supplement in the feed. If the
natural balance of the horses seems
disturbed, he increases the dose if
possible.
Germain indicates that a probiotic
microbial spray called EM Skin Care
has a positive effect on the hooves
of horses that are less well cared for.
EM Skin Care even ensures that the
farrier has less work because the
product is used during trimming.
The beneficial effect can already be
seen after six weeks.
The use of Bionit-S also turns out to
be a very good addition to the care
of horse hooves. Prolonged problems with the hooves were solved

in a reasonably short period of time
thanks to the use of this product.
The EM products have perfected
both their working method and
approach, making communication
with the horses more intuitive.
With the introduction of EM in his
daily work, he has made tremendous progress in recognising and
correcting any imbalance in the
horses. During the first contact with
horses Germain first administers
Actiferm or EM-A. This brings the
digestion in balance and makes
handling much more pleasant.
Also special: he noticed that working with EM has a positive influence
on his own well-being. What he
could then transfer to his own horses and those of his customers. This
is also thanks to EM. •

Ceramic
pipes for a
competing
horse
A horse that Germain
had trained with a softer
approach, and that only
wore a bridle when it
was really necessary,
had to use a different
bridle for a competition
according to the guidelines. This new bridle
meant more pressure
and discomfort for the
horse. And so Germain
got all his creativity in
action. He crafted a
chain of EM ceramic
pipes and laid it over the
horse's ears.
He did this a few days
in a row. This made the
horse more receptive
to the additional pressure of the competition
bridle. The little problem was solved, and
during the competition
the horse was so well
guided that horse and
rider won the first prize
in their category.
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Micro-organisms, the decisive factor
for your health (part 3 - final)
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“Five hundred
to a thousand
types of intestinal bacteria
live in our
digestive
system, a total of about
100 trillion
bacteria, which
together
weigh about
a kilo.”

Our immune system is an excellent and
indispensable biological structure and a process
that has been built up in the human body over
time. It is no exaggeration to say that the history
of mankind can be written as an ongoing battle
against hunger and infectious diseases. To explain
what role our immune system has played – and
continues to play – we can compare it to a
network of agents patrolling your neighbourhood.
Policemen with both the physical capabilities and
the means of communication to catch criminals.
BY PROFESSOR YOSHIMI TANAKA

Immune cells keep your body
healthy
Immune cells consist largely of white
blood cells that have divided a lot
of tasks among themselves. Some
are responsible for cleaning up dead
cells, others set off an alarm when
they feel that there is an intruder in
our body, and others give orders to
attack the intruder. They engage in
direct combat with bacteria, produce
antibodies against a virus, eliminate
cancer cells and so on. Thanks to
the complex and mysterious work
of these immune cells in our body,
we can stay healthy without being

aware of pathogens and the diseases
themselves.
We know that when our immune
system weakens, a whole range of
infectious or malignant diseases can
develop. The most notorious condition because of its destructive power
on the immune system is AIDS.
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome - 'acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome' in Dutch - weakens the
body to such an extent that a patient
runs the risk of dying from a simple
cold. If you yourself catch a cold
more than once a year, often have
the flu or suffer from cancer, this is a g
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“Good intestinal bacteria work with your
body. And drinking EM-X Gold is a great way
to maintain them and so all your intestinal
bacteria beneficial bacteria to make.”

g signal that your body's immunity has
been weakened. When I myself was
sick once, after three days of using
EM (Effective Micro-organisms) I
completely healed again. This can
be seen as proof of the fact that my
immune system was maintained.

Ways to strengthen your immune system
1.Turn the bacteria in your intestines into beneficial bacteria
Your digestive tract is integral to your
body, but because it connects the
mouth and the anus - like a kind of
tube, so to speak, that opens up to
the outside world on both sides - a
whole range of foreign substances
can penetrate it from the outside.
And that's why 60% of the cells
responsible for your immune system
are deployed in the front line of
the digestive tract, where they can
intercept these foreign substances.
Although the basic function of the
immune system is to distinguish
between bodily and foreign substances, the digestive tract remarkably
allows free passage of nutrients
throughout the body. While these are
really foreign to the body and should
therefore be blocked off in principle.
How exactly this mechanism works,
we still do not really understand
today, it remains one of the unexplained wonders of the human body.
Furthermore, it is assumed that more
than 500 to 1000 types of intestinal bacteria live in our digestion.
This amounts to a total of about
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100 trillion bacteria, which together
weigh about one kilo. If they are all
beneficial in the first place, they will
have a symbiotic relationship with
your body. They help with digestion,
for example, or they take care of the
production of vitamins and hormones. It is well known that making
sure those beneficial bacteria are well
maintained leads to high immunity
and that's why there are so many
products that help to supply the
intestines of living and active bacterial cultures.
The reason why it is said that fermented foods are so good for our
body is that our ancestors already
understood that bringing in living
and active bacterial cultures could
lead to better immunity and thus
health. When you take all these factors into account, you start to wonder why we wouldn't use more EM
fertilisers, which contain about 80
types of effective micro-organisms.
For a whole range of health reasons,
and not just to water our garden harvest. Drinking EM-X Gold can help
maintain the internal environment
of your body, and it is assumed that
it increases the basic health level of
your body.

2. Improve your whole body metabolism
Briefly describing our metabolism,
or our metabolism, is particularly
difficult, because there are so many
different types. Such as basic metabolism, tempo and energy metabolism. Because the immune cells

“Mineral deficiency can disrupt the autonomic
nervous system. Natural salt, like EM salt, is
the solution. So don't hesitate to use it to flavour
your dishes! Too sparing with salt is not wise.”

“Classic cures
such as sauna
are based
on common
sense: by
increasing
your body
temperature,
your
metabolism
speeds up, and
because you
lose (too) much
moisture and
salts through
sweating,
intensive
hydration is
essential at the
same time.”

need to be continuously regenerated
by the metabolic process, a stable
supply of ingredients (nutrients)
is needed to create new immune
cells. An environment conducive
to the formation of these immune
cells is also necessary, and since this
happens in the blood, the blood flow
must always remain clean. Smooth
circulation of biological material,
such as cytokine - a molecule that
plays a role in immune defence
- allowing the cells to communicate with each other. For all these
reasons, the blood cannot function
optimally unless these different
metabolic processes run smoothly.
A simple way to get your metabolism at a higher level is to increase
your body temperature. By exercise,
for example, by taking a bath. The
time-honoured use of long-term
body recovery in spas is based on
common sense. An ordinary and
simple bath can also work, but since
intense sweating can cause your
body to lose precious fluids and
minerals, it is important to hydrate
regularly. EM-X Gold can increase
the transfer of energy throughout
the body and is also believed to
increase the basic health level of
your body.

3.Modulate your autonomic nervous system
It may be difficult to immediately
understand what we mean when we
talk about modulating your autonomic nervous system. The word 'autonomous', or 'autonomous', indicates

that such a system is able to function
on its own, according to its own
standards and without any outside
control or restriction. The nervous
system - or in other words organs or
body functions such as heart, blood
pressure, digestive tract, perspiration
and hormonal secretion - is a system
that indeed cannot be consciously
controlled or regulated.
The autonomic nervous system is
regulated by both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems. The sympathetic weighs
most heavily when the body is
awake, especially at times of tension.
Known symptoms are, for example,
a dry throat or a thumping heart
when you are nervous because you
have to make a speech. If the body is
constantly under stress, you may find
yourself in an uninterrupted state of
what is called "sympathicotonia":
an abnormal state in which the body
is no longer able to break out of its
"fighting or fleeing" mode. This can
then lead, for example, to insomnia.
The parasympathetic nervous system
in turn dominates when the body is
at rest.
When you're relaxed, so to speak.
It puts your body in a state of rest
and liberation. That sounds good,
but a lazy walk in life can lead to an
extended state of parasympathicotonia, which is not healthy either.
We now know that when either nerve system is in an extended state of
tension, this can lead to a weakening
of the immune system. It is therefore
assumed that a modulated autonomic g
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g nervous system - with an appropriate alternation of tension (during the
day, when the sympathetic nervous
system prevails) and relaxation (at
night, with the parasympathetic
dominating) - is necessary.
An additional important point is the
importance of being able to relieve
stress and let it escape. Do you have
a hobby? Don't hesitate to lose yourself in it completely. No specific hobby? Then you can try shouting out
over the sea or let your mind go all
the way while listening to a babbling
brook. Find your own way to relax, it
doesn't matter how exactly.
A shortage of minerals can disturb
the stability of your autonomic
nervous system and lead to an
imbalance. The easiest way to make
up for this deficiency is of course salt,
so don't hesitate to season your food
with it. By the way, eating unnecessarily tasteless food is bad for your
mind. Fruit is also highly recommended as a source of minerals.
Although we mainly talked about
the immune system, just trying to
increase your immunity is pointless.
You have to think about how you
can improve the functioning of your
whole body. The human body is very
complex. Anyway, sweating and
reducing the amount of salt used is
unhealthy, so let's stop that already.
Furthermore, diabetes (the result of
a disturbed metabolism of carbohydrates) is a clear signal that the
immune system is weakened. It is
a condition that needs to be strictly
monitored and supervised. •
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A well-designed walk
through the food forest
Food forest has gained a lot of
interest in a very short period of time.
And that's not surprising. More and
more people see in a food forest
a practical way to produce food in
such a way that nature recovers and
becomes creative again instead of
being exhausted. But what about
such a food forest? EM magazine lists
it for you.

FOR THE GARDENER, a food forest is a very fresh way to grow rich and healthy
food. FOR THE AGRICULTURE, a food forest is an efficient way to use natural
processes and increase production without being dependent on artificial fertilizers
and chemicals. FOR THE NATURE MANAGEMENT, it is a very practical
way to combine nature with agriculture and thus actively expand the natural food
web beyond the boundaries of nature reserves. But above all, the experience of a
food forest is also just great fun...
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croonlay

The 7 layers
of the food forest

low booms

Man + nature
= new agriculture
Perhaps the most important task
at the moment is to rediscover the
human-nature relationship. How can
we as human beings relate to nature
in a way that is once again enriched
and creative? A way that offers added value for natural life and enriches
in food, raw materials and energy.
In functioning ecosystems everything
revolves around creation patterns*, the
patterns along which life evolves, creates and expands. It is these creation
patterns that are now often disrupted
and which we can activate and exploit
with other food systems such as food
forests and agroforestry in working
towards an ever richer world.

Delicious and beautiful dishes,
straight from the food forest

“The success of conventional
agriculture is determined by 'input',
the success of food forests is
determined by 'smart design'.”
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Our biosphere is part of a cosmic
energy system. This biosphere has through evolution - taken over more
and more energy from the cosmos
and has crystallised and accumulated it in more and more life. Herein
not 'competition' but 'efficiency' is
the used pattern along which life
evolves. When we understand the
creation patterns well, we do not
have to fight against nature, but we
can use and imitate nature and we
can become more and more successful in enriching our living environment. When we do this with edible
species, we can achieve a new kind
of agriculture. The agriculture of the
future is one in which landscapes
become more and more energetic,
more biodiverse and more productive. Food forests and agro forestry
are examples of this.

From input to smart design
An important difference of food
forests compared to conventional agricultural models is that the
success of conventional agriculture
is determined by 'input', the success
of food forests is determined by
'smart design'. To design productive
edible ecosystems it is necessary
to understand the functioning of
ecosystems and to understand how
to apply and optimise these processes (nvdr: such as photosynthesis,
fermentation, oxidation, etc.). In this
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way you can create a food system
that saves you a lot of work, provides
you with a rich food palette and also
has many ecological advantages:
the soil is becoming richer, water
reserves are being built up, climate
change is being reversed and there
is room for a great deal of biodiversity. Food forests provide stability
and resilience. When the ecosystem
processes are properly applied, one
is rewarded with an ever-increasing
natural wealth and ever-increasing
production.

Food forest, an increasingly
rich food system
Food forest is a system designed by
man and based on the construction
of a natural forest. Natural forests
(when in good condition) have a
high biodiversity and productivity.
A well-designed food forest becomes
richer year after year: more and more
biodiversity and productivity, and
also less labour, because nature itself
does the work.
A food forest provides fruit, nuts,
roots, shoots, leaves, herbs, but also
shelters and feeds an infinite number
of other species of organisms, animals and insects, each of which has
(*) About these creation patterns, such as
implosion and explosion, the path of least
resistance, etc., you could read before in
our EM-magazines 19, 20 and 21.

(Source: lucavera.wordpress.com/voedselbossen)

“A well-designed food forest is becoming richer year after
year: more and more biodiversity and productivity, and also
less labour, because nature itself does the work.”
its own function to enrich this food
forest system as a whole.

From annuals to perennials
An important difference between
food forests and common agricultural models is the use of perennials
and shrubs and trees. Plants that live
for several years. In contrast, most of
our vegetables and grains used today
are annuals. As a result, we have to
do a lot of tillage: tillage, sowing,
weeding, fattening, watering, harvesting. The use of perennials allows
us to work with natural processes
and we only have to do it once.
planting and then only harvesting.

Nourishing
Most of our vegetables are less and
less nutritious. More and more vegetables still contain few so-called trace
elements such as iron, zinc, manganese, magnesium. These are elements
that humans do not need a lot of,
but they are very important for our

health. These trace elements are usually present in the soil, but for plants
they are difficult to absorb. Plants live
in symbiosis with micro life. In this
symbiosis, minerals (including trace
elements) are absorbed by the micro
life of plants. But forming this symbiosis takes time and annual crops are
not given this time. When working
with perennials, this time can be
given and this symbiosis can arise.
For this reason, perennials are much
more nutritious than annuals.

The layers
A food forest is a system made up
of layers. These layers serve to make
optimal use of space and sunlight. In
this way you have, as it were, several
fields on top of each other and the
sunlight that is still touching the top
layer is captured by the bottom layer.
We are talking about 7 layers:
1. Crown layer (climax trees) consisting of original and planted large
trees.

2. Low trees, consisting of smaller
trees or half-trunks
3. Shrub layer of fruit and berry bushes
4. Spice layer of perennial vegetables
and herbs
5. Ground covers, layer of plants
spreading horizontally
6. Subsoil or root layer of plants producing roots or tubers
7. Climbers (vertical layer) of climbing
plants
The canopy has an important role in
this system. The tall trees not only
provide shelter, but also provide a lot
of organic material; above ground in
the form of leaves and underground
the roots.
This organic material serves as food
for micro-organisms. The large
amount of food enables micro-organisms to become numerous. The minerals that are present in the soil, but are
not absorbable for plants, are made
absorbable by these microorganisms.
Conclusion: the more food for g
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How EM restores an ecosystem
How EM helps the different organisms in water systems.

fish and
aquatic life

Life is no longer
capable of
creating life

Life creates
more life
zooplankton

phytoplankton

microflora

“The more food for micro-organisms,
the more micro-organisms. The more
micro-organisms that make food
available to plants, the more food for
us and for other life.”
g microorganisms, the more microor-

ganisms. The more micro-organisms
that make food available to plants, the
more food for us and for other life.

Stimulate natural creation
processes
Nutrients are constantly supplied
and exchanged between crops. This
is a natural creation process that
can easily be stimulated in a food
forest. For example, you put a nitrogen-binding plant next to a plant
that needs nitrogen to produce fruit.
A nitrogen-binding plant has nodules on its roots with which nitrogen
is absorbed from the atmosphere
and can be transferred to other
plants.

Food forest management
As the food forest matures, it's
almost out of work. The excess of
a certain species can be mowed or
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pruned and brought back into the
system as mulch or you share plants
and cuttings with friends. Drainage
is not necessary, everything is transformed by the living system 'food
forest'. The next life gets in this way
the chance to enrich the food forest
more.

Lazy or intensive
When you have less time, you can
choose to manage the food forest
according to lazy gardening methods. Or you can choose to participate
yourself in optimizing ecosystem
processes and enable other species
to become numerous and active. This
is a bit more intensive, but the result
is that the production increases and
the biodiversity increases as a result
of your interventions. In the chapter
on transforming high-value species
(EM-Magazine 21 - page 36) you can
see how you can do that. •

A healthy pyramid ecosystem

T!P
The food forest of
Voedselbron Graauw is
laid out in a beautiful old
orchard in the polders of
East Zeeland Flanders,
a stone's throw from
the Drowned Land of
Saeftinghe, not far from
Antwerp and Ghent, and
not far from the sea. You
can spend the night in
safari tents and there is
also a holiday home.

Current pyramid ecosystem

Aquatic life with rich microflora > capable of
restoring itself and developing a wider ecosystem

Aquatic life with poor microflora
> unable to decompose waste products

A clean and healthy sea contains not only various
species of fish, shells and shrimps, but also many
micro-organisms. They break down fish remains and
waste products and keep the sea clean. They are also
food for fish and shells.

Pesticides and herbicides have significantly reduced the
number of micro-organisms in the sea. Pollution and
sludge have increased. It is difficult for living organisms
to live in such an environment.

EM active
EM Clay balls

Favourable
micro-organisms
are added
The sludge is
decreasing !
There is more food
available

Restoring
a healthy ecosystem
by applying EM
When the micro-organisms increase again,
the sea is purified.

Jos Willemsen gives
courses in Graauw
(Zeeuws-Vlaanderen)
about food forest.
Members of EM-Belgium
receive a 30% discount
when booking on the
basic course 'Voedselbos
2020'. Mention 'Member
EM-Belgium'. Go to
www.teamingwithlife.info

maybe you can ask him to do the
samen for UK-members?

The more EM in the sea:
➝ the more favourable micro-organisms
➝ ncreased sludge and pollution break
down
➝ The purer the sea
➝ the more fish, shells, shrimps and food
➝ the more life.
In order to create a healthy ecosystem,
micro-organisms are therefore essential.

A healthy ecosystem creates more life when
beneficial micro-organisms increase!

Do you now understand how EM
restores an ecosystem?
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Netherlands

Conversion of a goat farm

EM food for the goats,
tasty and healthy

A few years ago the Dutch goat farmer Gerben Verhoef in Stolwijk
started using EM products on his dairy goat farm. A look at the
process when the changeover was very recent, and a year later for
one specific project. Both reports appeared earlier in the Agriton
newspaper.

Gerben Verhoef pulls a few
handfuls of silage out of the
100-metre-long ensiled heap.
A nice sour and tasty product.
Exactly what the goats like,
and continuously the same
quality.
The barn, which has doubled
in size over the past period,
can accommodate more than
2000 white milk goats.

“The good smell of
the forage is the first
requirement: the same
every day, then you
have the best use of
your roughage. By the
way, a goat is super-fast
with food. Just like a
human being.”
Gerben Verhoef of Mooimekkerland
goat farm in Stolwijk (province of
South Holland) in the Netherlands
milks 1300 goats. Just a little while
longer and it will be 2000. Mixing the
feed and feeding are fully automated. Ten times a day, the goats are
longingly waiting for their tasty bite.
Like sauerkraut - you'd want to eat
it yourself. Verhoef pulls a handful
of potholes out of what he calls his
lasagna hump. Constructed in layers.
Nice stuff with a nice sour smell. "EM
Silage takes care of that." In the feed
kitchen it shows the pre-programmed
menu of the goats on the screen of
the robot. A kilo and a half of grass
silage, 30 grams of pea straw and a
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kilo and a half of chunk.
Bionit-S is also added, a (myco)toxin
binder. In the goat, these no longer
have a negative effect on the resistance. So the dreaded disease listeria
can be kept out. If the bacterium
strikes, the goats don't survive, says
Verhoef. "Christiaan Bondt from Agriton came up with this product and
since we've been using it, there hasn't
been a goat that has suffered from it.

Fresh sour taste
In addition, 300 grams of water with
10% TMR Organo fresh is added to
the mix of feed to inhibit the growth
of possible fungi and bacteria. This
also promotes the fresh sour taste

and smell of the ration. In summer,
the silage is always open and the
grass is thrown into the bunker
with a large Trioilt-hopper. The
hopper grabs 15 cm thick from 3
metres high to the bottom of the
lasagne pit.
In this way it can be fed all day
long, oxygen is added anyway
and the grass is already starting to
work a little. Once it reaches the
goats, it is a fresh and homogenous product, also thanks to the
TMR Organo fresh. As a result,
there is only about 3 % residual
feed and that too still has a fresh
smell. This is always tasty for a few
beef cows, says Verhoef. g
EMMAGAZINE23 . AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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Gerben's
pot stables,
now with EM
Gerben Verhoef (right) consults
with advisor Christiaan Bondt
of Agriton.

“Actiferm also ensures that the nitrogen remains in the manure
and spreads less ammonia air in the barn. It composts better
and spreads more nicely over the land. This also results in
more grass for the goats”
his partner Marije and his parents Henk and Tina. Last year the
decision was made to grow with
the company. That took quite a
journey, he explains. "We had been
working on the permit for the barn
for quite some time. The bank had
confidence in it and in December
we started construction. Everyone helped and thought along. In
March it had to be finished, and
we succeeded. The lambing season
started and everything had to be
ready for the milk goats."

Full as soon as possible
Now the barn had to be filled as
soon as possible, says the young
entrepreneur. "Apart from our own
breeding we bought the goats from
a farmer who was going to emigrate. He had as many as we did.
That way we could quickly double."
In one year, 12 million litres of
milk are produced here. This is
delivered to Goat Milk Dairy in
Ommen (province of Overijssel).
There goat's milk powder is made
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for worldwide sales and high quality
infant and toddler food based on
goat's milk is produced on the spot.
Part of the milk is processed by
mother Tina Verhoef in her own
cheese factory. Cheese with various
flavours and different herbs. Young
to matured, and also goat's yoghurt.
"This is a deliciously healthy own
product of which we are proud. The
products are for sale in shops at
home, but also at markets around
the area.
Good feed is the first order of business, explains the goat breeder. Grass
is mowed six times a year. The hump,
which is 100 metres long, is covered
with another layer of grass. The grass
is immediately raised using a mower
with conveyor belts and after a day
of drying, the grass is added to the
hump with 35% dry matter.
EM-Silage is added to the shredder.
Finally, a layer of mixed wheat protein, is laid over it. This year, instead
of a protein supplement, citrus pulp
is used as a top layer. This presses
the hump nicely and is a byproduct
on which there is no extra work.

Goats are like people
EM-Silage was used because Verhoef
wanted to prevent loss through
forcing in his beautiful silage. "If
you devote all your attention to your
roughage, you want to make the
most of it. We went into wetter silages and added EM. Then the acids
and sugars are converted into lactic
acid. We quickly noticed the better
smell. That good smell of the feed
is the first requirement: the same
every day, then you have the best
use of your roughage. By the way, a
goat is a super-cure with food. Like a
human being."
The 50 hectares of productive peatland around the farm, fairly renewed
and high yielding, should be enough
for the thousands of goats. "By taking good care of the grassland, we
try to get the maximum out of it."
Actiferm is expected to increase the
digestibility of the manure, which in
turn will make better use of it. Actiferm also ensures that the nitrogen
stays in the manure and spreads less
ammonia air in the house, Verhoef
noticed from the smell in the house.

The manure in the potting shed is spread
once a week in summer, once a month in
winter. As soon as the manure has been
removed, 500 litres of water with 10 litres
of Actiferm is sprayed onto the floor per
potting shed of 420 square metres. Only
then is new straw sprinkled in. The result is less ammonia formation, a fresher
house, a cleaner floor and better quality
manure with more nitrogen. Verhoef takes us into the barn to prove it. You don't
smell ammonia here, the smell of the feed
is all the better. It smells fresh. "Comes
from the pit. Still, I'm not entirely satisfied
with it at the moment. We've added a
little too little EM-Silage to this hump.
This season I have used as prescribed,"
says Verhoef.

Also nice for
the neighbours

© SONSEDSKA YULIIA/SHUTTERSTOCK

g Verhoef is in partnership with

If it stays in the manure, it composts
better and spreads better over the
land, which results in more grass.
"This reduces the risk that part of
the manure spread will end up back
in the silage by mowing. The use of
Actiferm is in fact the fermentation
of manure, explains Christiaan Bondt
of Agriton.
Eating, resting and making milk:
that's the job for a goat. That is
only possible if the farmer ensures
regularity and optimal conditions,
says the goat farmer. "Fresh feed,
rest in the barn, and a good climate."
Verhoef has it all. •

What has been the effect
of using Actiferm in the
potting shed (where the
manure is collected)?
Gerben Verhoef is
enthusiastic. "I remember
what it was like without
Actiferm: the tears shot
you in the eyes from the
ammonia."

"We're doing this for our neighbours too,"
explains Verhoef. "We always try to take
that into account." We look for ourselves
and smell the dung piles. One is from
the last few weeks, the other has been
there for several months. Verhoef asks
our opinion: "Does this stink or doesn't

“Without
Actiferm the
tears flooded
your eyes
because of the
ammonia”
this smell?" "Not really," we have to admit. Wonderful straw-rich manure, which
everyone wants.
Verhoef has 55 hectares of grassland and
can dispose of half of the manure on his
own farm, the rest goes mainly to arable
farmers in Zeeland. His grassland looks
good, although the dry summer has had
its influence. But then Verhoef was able
to control the heat in the barn with extra
ventilation power. Milk production remained at a good level with an average
of 3.9 litres per day. "I'm proud of that.”
"Yeah, I'm fine. We look back on a fine
year. Up until now, I was in the build-up
business. In the meantime, space has
been made in the large shed for the rearing of our own 500 goat lambs, in order
to be able to replace 25% of the goats
every year".
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Indulgence
for rare orchids
More than 10 years ago Manfred Freu first heard about EM
through an acquaintance. He had very good results with EM in
terms of water quality in his aquarium. After only a short time,
Manfred was able to confirm this from his own experience
with EM: he made his own EM-Activated and started to use
it in the ornamental and vegetable garden, as well as with all
houseplants and his cherished orchids. This is his report.

© SORNRAM YAMTANOM/SHUTTERSTOCK

BY MANFRED TREU

"Orchids from the tropics and subtropics are - like epiphytes - are slow
digesting plants, so you have to be
economical with manure. Moreover,
they do not tolerate hard water, which
must be neither too acidic nor too
alkaline. My orchids get tap water
with a hardness of 8 dH and a pH
value of 7.8. The latter is a little too
alkaline. These values are corrected
by adding EM-A to get an ideal value
of pH 6.5 (measured via test strips). I
don't use rainwater anymore because
it contains too many dissolved harmful substances. Too hard water can be
softened with distilled water".
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Fogging with EM-A
"I've been taking care of my orchid
collection for about 40 years now.
They're almost all of the Cattleya
species from South America, and
some from Central America. Many
extremely rare specimens I would like
to keep, I also give away to collectors
and botanical gardens. Such rarities
need careful and cumbersome care.

Until 2008 they were on my windowsill, then they moved to the conservatory. It has no natural soil but
is tiled, which is an advantage for
hygiene. The floor is always cleaned
with EM-A, and I also spray EM-A
in the room. The result: everything
is clean and odourless. Only the
watering of these tropical wonders
can be intensive.

“Conventional fertiliser leaves salt
residues that damage sensitive roots”

Every 5 to 7 days the plants are
immersed in water with the fertiliser
up to the edge of their pots. In this
way they remain in the small tub for
a few minutes, so that the roots can
suck themselves up like a sponge. At
the second immersion I add some
fertiliser. On the other days the
plants are misted with EM-A water
in the morning and evening".

Pure plant manure
"I had a lot of success with my idea
to make my own fertiliser using
EM-1 and EM-A. Commercial
fertiliser leaves salt residue on the
sensitive orchid roots, thus damaging
the roots. The new fertiliser had to be
made from pure plant material with
few additives, as it retains enzymes
and plant hormones, and other
substances that promote growth are
released by the effective micro-organisms.
So I collected all kinds of plant
material in the spring. At least 50%
of the entire mass consists of nettle

“Soon after the
first use of the
manure it was clear
that the orchids
were getting an
unprecedentedly
vigorous, healthy
root growth”
and horsetail because of their special
active substances! For the rest, the
motto is 'every herb is suitable'.
Everything is cut small and put in a
5-litre bucket with a lid. In addition,
cut onions, garlic and a full tablespoon of (heaped) dolomite lime,
natural stone flour and EM ceramics
powder. I also like to add fragrant
herbs such as lemon balm, sage and
others, because this gives the manure
a special scent". g

A blossoming miracle from Colombia

Cattleya trianae Mooreana from Colombia
EMMAGAZINE23 . AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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Cattleya labiata var.semi-alba from Brazil

Cattleya maxima var.coerulea from Peru

Vitale wortelgroei 9 weken na gebruik
van de zelfgemaakte EM-mest.

g Beautiful bloom,

special perfumes

T!P
For orchids,
Manfred only uses
50 to 70 ml of
fertiliser on 5 litres
of immersion water,
other plants get the
double amount.
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"Now the bucket is filled with tap
water that has rested for a while and
everything is diluted with about 300
ml of EM-1 and stirred well. The rest
of the bottle (200 ml) I keep cool and
add 3 to 4 days later, stirring well
again. It is of the utmost importance
that the mixture is airtight from
the beginning and kept as dark as
possible.
Very quickly the fermentation process starts: a sheet/layer is formed on
the surface, which is a positive sign.
Intuitively I add another splash of
EM-A every 2 weeks without knowing whether or not this is advantageous. In any case: it works! After 8
weeks of waiting I stir it again firmly,

let it rest for another day and then
pour it through a fine sieve through
a funnel into a plastic jerrycan. That
takes some time. I shake the fine
leftovers from the sieve (which are
already almost decomposed) in
the rain barrel, so they still come in
handy in the vegetable garden.
Now, after 2 years of using this fertiliser, our expectation is confirmed
that the orchids already showed an
unprecedented strong and healthy
root growth shortly after the first use
of the fertiliser. Some plants even
developed new roots outside the
normal (periodic) root growth period. This is very important, because
well-developed roots are the alpha
and the omega for each plant to
thrive and bloom. And so the orchids
bloom beautifully with extraordinary
flowers and scents". •

Translation from
the German EM Journal
EMMAGAZINE23. LENTE/ZOMER 2020
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Yes, EM can help keep your interior clean and healthy.
This is even more true for carpets and furniture, which apart
from dust and other dirt often also contain toxic chemicals.
Some professionals who gained experience with EM share
their expert tips.
An EM carpet laundry
Thanks to the good tips in the book
EM-fantastic successes with Effective
Micro-organisms and the help of
EM consultant Gsöls, Thomas von
Stinissen in Vienna (Austria) converted his carpet laundry into an EM
carpet laundry.
Thomas von Stinissen: "Because
I have attached importance to a
biological approach to carpet washing for many years, EM technology
fits in perfectly with my vision First,
of course, I filled all my water pipes,
water tanks, jars and jugs with EM
ceramic pipes. I also put a bag of
pipes (500 g) in the washing machine
for 30 kg. The whole way of working in the company was changed.
Because it always bothered me that
the not yet cleaned carpets of different customers were thrown on top of
each other without order (and thus
could absorb each other's dirt), each
carpet is now sprayed with EM-A
upon arrival. This way I can contain
mites and other vermin in advance.

An additional treatment is that every
morning the entire company - especially the wash hall and the storage
area - is thoroughly sprayed with
EM-A, just like all our vans.

Extra processing: pre-wash!
"Because the micro-organisms need
a good hour to become really active,
this additional step was necessary.
First spray the carpets vigorously
with water and then treat them with
a brush and EM. Fortunately, EM
does not affect the colours. Then the
carpets are rolled up, placed in the
room and covered with plastic foil.
After at least one hour the carpets
are unrolled again and washed
vigorously.
During the washing process it is very
easy to determine whether or not
there is still soap residue from previous cleaning in the carpets. The more
soap residues that are still present,
the sooner the carpet becomes dirty
again. Due to the pre-treatment with
EM, there is noticeably less soap
residue left behind.

“Mites, moths... ...even the soap
residue from previous cleaning is
removed from the carpets by EM.”
54
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The carpet is then rinsed with EM
water, using a spraying device or a
high-pressure cleaner for Persian
carpets. The carpets are then centrifuged and hung in the drying chamber. There, each carpet is sprayed
again with EM so that the micro-organisms can perform their 'final
work' at 30 to 40°C in that room.
By switching to cleaning with EM
I need about 25% more time, but
because of this EM cleaning I kill
several birds with one stone: cleaning, removing mites and moths and
impregnating. Each of these operations used to be handled separately.
Now I can offer the customer much
more with a small price increase".

How does EM handle furniture and carpet in the house?
Oscar Uch from Bamberg has been
working with EM in chemically
affected houses and homes for years.
During this time, he has collected
many valuable experiences, which he
is always happy to share. He has also
successfully applied EM for himself.
Oscar Uch: "Due to my illness MCS
(Multiple Chemical Sensitvity) I am
allergic to all the chemicals I came
into contact with while working.
After my previous health problems,
I lived outdoors for about two years.
In the meantime, I took all the

© VGSTOCKSTUDIO/SHUTTERSTOCK

A cleaner house:
how can EM help?

furniture out of my house. Later I
started again, with only one piece of
furniture: a non-toxic writing desk.
Because I wanted to put a carpet
under it, I first tried it with my old
Afghan wool carpet. But after 10
minutes I got the familiar symptoms
again: the lymph nodes started to
swell, and I felt dizzy ... I sent a sample to the laboratory and indeed: the
carpet contained a lot of chemicals.
What should I do now?"

Cleaning up the old carpet
"I ended up with EM, which I've
known and used for a long time. I
filled my backpack sprinkler with
homemade EM-A and mixed a full
tablespoon of EM ceramic powder
(Super Cera) per liter to the liquid. With this I sprayed the carpet
thoroughly and then wrapped it in
a plastic foil. I took it out of the foil
after 3 days and let it dry in the air. I
repeated all this again. After a third
turn I hung it directly over a rod and
let it dry. To my great joy and relief

“At least half a spoonful of EM ceramic
powder per gallon of EM-Activated
(Actiferm), 10 sprays. Perhaps less would
have sufficed, but it certainly worked!”
the laboratory values showed that
Lindan (the now forbidden wood
preservative) and PCP (pentachlorophenol) were reduced by 100%, and
DEHP (dyethylhexylphthalate) to
70%. Now I could use my old carpet
again without any problems".

And now the sofa!
"The fabric of the sofa, which I
restored myself years ago, also contained DEHP. Although I didn't have
a lab analysis done of this, I can tell
you about my subjective perception:
my known allergic reactions started
every time I sat down in the sofa, so I
knew enough. I sprayed the substance
as much as 10 times with the mix-

ture of EM-A and EM-Powder (Super
Cera). I used at least half a spoonful of
EM powder per litre of EM-A. Maybe
less watering would have sufficed as
well, but I wanted as much security as
possible. And it worked!"

Old furniture free of toxins
Those who live with old furniture have
a problem: all old porous wood attracts
environmental poisons. However, there
is a simple solution: Thoroughly clean
the furniture and then spray it repeatedly with EM-A. This ensures that no
poisons are attracted. •
Source: German EM Journal
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EM-X Gold and EM-salt

Application of
EM-X Gold for Parkinson
It continues to amaze me how powerful the action of
EM-X Gold and EM salt is. Besides neutralising and ordening
houses, I regularly measure the people too.
BY RAFAËL DE SWERTS
What is striking is that in 90% of the
people I measure their energy is seriously out of balance. Their immune
system is too weak. The nervous
system doesn't work properly. They
have a disturbed bowel function, a
major mineral deficiency... They try
to supplement this with medication
and food supplements, but in too
few cases this gives effective, lasting
improvement.

EM-X Gold and EM salt
As soon as one takes EM-X Gold
and EM salt in the right dose, one
notices a big change in many people.
They feel energetic again, are happy
and content (better satisfied) and
become less sick. Flu, colds, infections appear less or are of short
duration. Mineral deficiencies are
efficiently replenished in a short
period of time. People can reduce the
intake of addictive anti-depressants
and even eliminate some completely.

Parkinson
Also in Parkinson's you see nice
results. My father - now 88 years old has Parkinson's for about 8 years. On
the advice of the general practitioner
and the neurologist he takes classic
medication, including Prolopa. With

this medication the trembling of the
hands can be kept under control.
Three years ago things suddenly didn't go so well. He had been
sleeping very badly for some time and
was also moody. He suddenly started
to forget things, he got confused and
couldn't cope physically.
He visited his GP who referred him
directly to the clinic for neurological
research.
After 14 days of examinations, including brain scans and mental tests, the
neurologist called the whole family
together:
"Your father's not doing well. I have
been able to help him for the last 5
years with medication that worked
well for him. At conferences abroad,
I could always cite your father as
an example for the good results we
achieved. You almost didn't see that
he had Parkinson's. Now, after 5
years, the medication seems to have
worn off. She's not taking it anymore.
This happens all the time.
The mental tests show that he's deteriorated mentally tremendously. He
can't solve simple tests. The expectation is that he will deteriorate further
soon. We will do everything we can,
but we are actually powerless.
It is irresponsible to let him go back

“As soon as one takes EM-X Gold and
EM salt in the right dose, one notices in
many people a major energetic change.”
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home. He'd best be admitted to a rest
home with shelter for the demented,"
the doctor said.
My father will be admitted to a rest
home. He is absolutely not happy
there; he is rapidly deteriorating. Eating is difficult and happens spilling.
He forgets many things. Becomes
drowsy. Can't play cards anymore,
doesn't know the rules. Falls asleep
while we're talking to him...

Mentally better.
After 3 months of decline I propose
to him in addition to his existing
medication EM-X Gold to give. Daily
he gets 45 to 60 ml.
After 1 to 2 months his improvement
is spectacular.
• He can eat normally again without
spilling.
• He is happy again, he laughs again.
His mental state improves enormously.
• He remembers things, is less forgetful. He is back full (inverting the
words) with everything.
cHe can play cards again, he also
plays games where you have to think
carefully.
Mentally he is back to his old self. Of
his deteriorated situation lately there
is not much to be seen. Physically
he is aging, but mentally he is fine
again.
After a while the doctor and the
neurologist increase his classic medication, which makes him drowsy
again and he immediately falls
asleep everywhere.

I then recommended to adjust the
dosage a bit and to take EM-X Gold
also EM salt in a dose of 2 to 3 grams
per day. After a short time his situation is better again.

Better resistance
When flu or colds break out in the
care-home which happens about
twice a year, everyone is placed
under house arrest so as not to infect
each other. There is therefore no
eating together and joint activities do
not take place.
My father is one of the few people
who does not get sick in those times.
One time even half of the nurses
were at home due to illness. My
father only suffered a little bit from a
runny nose.

Helene's mother
Also with other patients with Parkinson's I see nice results with EM-X
Gold and EM salt. For example, the
mother of Hélène who has Parkinson
for 17 years.
Around the age of 70 Hélène's
mother Parkinson was diagnosed.
There was then quite quickly a
classic treatment for this. For years,
the discomforts of the disease and
the associated treatment could be
tolerated, until after 13 years her
condition came under pressure due
to intestinal problems. Constipation
and the accompanying heavy intestinal colic are often due to Parkinson's
disease, as well as the regular medication used for it. When Hélène and

her mother in late 2014 heard about
EM-X Gold, they decided after some
deliberation to use this product, it
soon turned out to be the cure for
the severe constipation and pain.
But also the general condition of the
chronically ill patient improved.

One year later
In a message dated October 2015,
Hélène writes: "I am sending you
some details about the recovery of
my mother, who will turn 84 next
week and has been suffering from
Parkinson's disease for 15 years:
• She can do more small tasks
• She feels better mentally and
physically
• She uses the tele-help less quickly
than in the time prior to the use of
EM-X Gold
• She has a lot less abdominal
cramps which are also a lot milder at
the same time
• She's got a much better bowel
movement."

Two years later
We are now almost two years further
and Hélène is still very enthusiastic
about the operation of EM-X Gold
with her mother. She continues to
give it daily in a dose of 3 x 15 ml =
45 ml per day. The good results with
EM-X Gold gave them the courage at
their own risk, but very slowly and in
phases, the classic medication (synthetic Levodopa) to reduce and partly
replace the Ayuerved, natural Levodopa (Mucuna prurien / velvet bean).

The current situation is as follows:
• Fewer ups and downs in her mother's life
• She's only taking part,
in her case just under half, of the
original dose of her old medication,
the synthetic Levodopa in the form of
tablets.
• This is combined with a slightly larger
amount of natural Levodopa in the
form of Ayurvedic remedies supplemented with EM-X Gold.
• By reducing conventional medication,
she suffers less from the many known
disruptive side effects.
• Her digestion and intestinal transit
has improved tremendously
• She is more reachable as a human
being, can feel better, has a better relationship with her body
• She's awake and speaking well
• A recent blood test showed very
favourable results including a striking,
for her age, good kidney function

Statement
The strong action of EM-X Gold
and EM salt is mainly expressed in
a stronger immune system, a better
functioning nervous system, a cellular
functioning that can again run optimally, ....
In short, many people feel through the
use of EM-X Gold a lot better in their
skin. For me, the use of EM-X Gold
and EM salt a wonderful addition to
biosanizing a house. It's nice to see
how this combined approach makes
the lives of many people a lot more
pleasant. •
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Fruitflies
—

100.000

one hundred thousand

healthy bacteria

in 1 litre Wipe & Clean
With a pH of 2.8 and approx.
100,000 healthy bacteria per litre,
Wipe & Clean helps to develop
a healthy environment.
(Source: Agriton info magazine)

In June, when the days got a bit
warmer, I already saw fruit and
vegetables preparing for me and my
back is not twisted yet or the fruitflies
are already there. From where they
come no idea, but they are there. So
my remains as soon as possible in the
bokashi bucket.
This means that the bokashi kitchen
bucket opens several times per
cooking session, which is not
conducive to the fermentation process.
I found this on it. I collect my remains
in a 2.5 l box (a box of ice cream) and
place it in the refrigerator. Okay, the
fridge opens a bit more, but I don't
mind. My bokashi bucket opens at
least once a day now. I then pound
everything well, sprinkle the starter on
it, let off the moisture and the rest of
the work is no longer for me.
—Colette

© WORKER/SHUTTERSTOCK

MAKING BOKASHI AND...

T!P
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© VERA DAVIDOVA/UNSPLASH

Coronatip

Spraying your mouth mask with Wipe & Clean helps
prevent contamination, and improves the quality of the
inhaled own exhalation. After use it is best to re-inject
the mask well. This prevents frequent washing, as the
mask is well protected thanks to the Effective Microorganisms. Make sure you dilute the mask 20 to 30%.
EMMAGAZINE23 . AUTUMN/WINTER 2020
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EMCHITCHAT

Alain:

Without Hado source
> spinsel moth
(Hyponomeuta malinellus)

W ith Had o sou rc e s
twig
> fresh lea ves an d new th
mo
in stead of sp in sel !

Hado source?
Away spider moth!
For years, our two apple trees, one very old and one young,
have been showing spinsel of the spider moth (Hyponomeuta
malinellus). It starts in spring and by summer the tree is full.
Last year, after the workshop where we made Hado springs, I
placed my garden completely in a Hado spring. My expectations for my trees were high but somewhat disappointing. There
were still a lot of spinsels, the leaves were curling up and by
autumn my old tree looked really old and worn out.
This spring I saw my trees blossom again with new courage,
they looked very beautiful and what I hadn't seen for years was
that my old tree had made new twigs. When I write this article
we are already May and there is still no spinel to be seen. The
leaves look fresh, away spinsel moth. I've done nothing for my
trees other than placing the Hado well. With some patience my
expectations from last year will come true.
Finally my tree has new twigs, so I can have them grafted (I've
been planning to do that for 12 years now) to renew the old
tree, with such delicious apples.
—Colette

"Today seems like the perfect day to make EM mud balls. I
found this recipe on the internet:
for 200 mud balls:
25 kg clay minerals - 12.5 kg bokashi of good quality
(possibly bokashi bran) - 30 gr Super Cera ceramic powder
- 1 litre sugar cane molasses - 2 litres EM-Actiferm
I want to use these Mud balls to strengthen my Hado barrier.
During my research on EM gardening I read that it is best to
add some charcoal (rectified charcoal) to the mud balls. For this
I added homemade charcoal. I extinguished the fire in the iron
bucket with water and 5% EM. This is not completely
according to the procedures of Higa but it was the best I could
find. I only used fully charred pieces of wood.
Since 20 mud balls were sufficient I divided the above ingredients by 10 and 150 gr finely crushed charcoal. First mix all
the dry parts, then melt the cane molasses in lukewarm water,
add EM-A, mix everything and add water until the knitting
becomes homogeneous.
The result are 20 beautiful super-mud balls that I will let dry
before I put them in the ground".

T!P

Last year I had planted aubergine plants, too late and with insufficient fertilisation. The growth was therefore halted. In vain I tried to
give bokashi compost to the plants by putting a pot of bokashi
upside down between the plants. My experience now is that it is
best to use plastic pots, which makes the absorption by the soil
quicker.
When I finally removed the plant, I was surprised to see that the
plant had reacted positively to the bokashi. The roots of the plant
had clearly found their way to the bokashi pot.
—Alain
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Suddenly Disney has lost his magic.
Paris isn't romantic anymore,
New York's counting down,
The Great Wall of China is no longer
a fortified castle.
And Mecca is deserted.
Cuddles & kisses suddenly become
weapons, and don't go visiting
with parents & friends
an act of love.
Suddenly you realize that power,
beauty and money are worthless,
and can't give you the oxygen
what you're fighting for now.
The world goes on
life and it is beautiful.
It only puts people in cages.
I think it wants to tell us something:

Also aubergine feasts
on bokashi compost
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We went to sleep in the one world
and woke up in another

"You're not needed.
The air, earth, water and sky
... can get along just fine without you.
When you come back, don't forget
that you're my guests.
Not my masters.”

We fell
asleep in
one world
and
woke up
in another
This text was sent to
us by Magda in
response to the corona
newsletter.
Haroon Rashid, an
author with Indian
roots, wrote this
striking text in two
phases between the
beginning of the
corona outbreak in
December and the
peak in April. The text
is very popular on
social media, but is
often shared without
an author's mention.
So here's to whom
credit is due! In the
meantime, dozens of
films by modest and
larger artists who have
provided the text with
images are circulating.
A catchy clip with the
original text can be
found via the link
below.
Let's heal the planet!
NOW!

https://
youtu.be/
sqRlWjeqoPw

© SERGEYIT/SHUTTERSTOCK

Oh, such a perfect
mudball day

EM Agriton UK Ltd
Ebear Farm, Westleigh,
Tiverton, EX16 7HN
Devon, UK
+44 (0)1823 673344
info@agriton.co.uk
www.agriton.co.uk

Do you want to contribute
to a healthy globe and
a better world?
Would you like to help us spread information
about Effective Micro-organisms?
For our magazine we are looking for translators,
journalists, editors, marketeers, social media
marketeers, etc... Or would you rather help by
starting a UK based association and organising
activities?

Please send an email to
fran@agriton.co.uk

Share your EM experiences
If you have experiences or stories about Effective Micro-organisms, or photos with great
results thanks to EM, please let us know and we
might publish your entry in our next magazine.

Send to:

Fran Box, Ebear Farm, Westleigh,
Tiverton, EX16 7HN, Devon, UK

Email to :

fran@agriton.co.uk

Newsletter

or call Martyn on
01823 673344
We and the world are very grateful to you!

Stay informed about EM Home & Garden news
and activities

Subscribe to our newsletter at
info@agriton.co.uk

THE EM-MAGAZINE IS PRODUCED FROM THE INITIATIVE AND
MANAGEMENT OF THE BELGIAN EM ASSOCIATION

BELGIUM.org
infopunt voor de Effectieve Micro-organismen
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EM-Belgium vzw
Gasmeterlaan 113 Bus 402 - 9000 Gent
tel. 0496/407176 - 09/2343968
bestuur@embelgium.org - emtrail@embelgium.org
www.embelgium.org

EM&XXX

EM®, EFFECTIVE MICRO-ORGANISMS

Rejuvenating
natural processes

